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1 The issue was really that we are not

2 really certain -- and I don't know who we is, but

3 someone is not really certain that the MAAP results

4 are valid for these analysis.

5 And we want you to confirm the validity by

6 some checks with your design basis codes, and that is

7 really the story that we are trying to pursue here.

8 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: The core makeup

9 times, and I am sure that I don't understand you. You

10 can have zero, or one, or two?

11 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. So in some

13 cases, and let's say you need -- you decide that your

14 best case is that you need one of the two. Now, you

15 are using a code to do the calculations and so on, and

16 you say, gee, I have uncertainty here.

17 MR. SCHULZ: Uncertainty?

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Uncertainty in the

19 result, and that in fact it is one that you need.

20 MR. SCHULZ: Okay. In terms of the core

21 cooling?

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, the core

23 cooling capability. So I don't think that you went

24 back and did what Dr. Ransom suggested, to look at

25 perhaps the correlations that you have used for other
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1 models in the code and assign uncertainties, and you

2 didn't do that?

3 MR. SCHULZ: No.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But what is not

5 clear to me is why did you do? I thought -- is it

6 that you are saying that instead of assuming one core

7 makeup time at a certain flow rate, I will have

8 something less than that, and prove that it is still

9 adequate, or do you do something else?

10 MR. SCHULZ: I did something else, and I

11 think it would be better to in the last half of this

12 presentation --

13 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: If you are going to

14 address it later, that's fine, but this question is

15 unclear to me, and it is not clear to me how it was

16 handled. But I know that it was not handled the way

17 that some academic in the clouds would do it.

18 MR. SCHULZ: Yes, I agree with you.

19 Hopefully the last part of my discussion will clarify

20 that, and if it doesn't -- but right now what I was

21 trying to talk about here is the success rate criteria

22 analysis done with MAAP.

23 And we had considered this to be a success

24 rate for the AP-600 with this longer core uncovery for

25 AP-1000.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So it was

2 considered a success, and I think that comes back to

3 Mr. Rosen's question.

4 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

5 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: It was a success,

6 even though you uncover, you know, 2 or 3 feet of the

7 core, because the temperature never reached --

8 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

9 MEMBER ROSEN: And there is no fuel

10 damage?

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And there is no

12 fuel damage?

13 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

14 MEMBER SIEBER: But they didn't calculate

15 the temperature, right?

16 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, they said

17 they did.

18 MR. SCHULZ: We got temperatures out of

19 MAAP. They are not as precisely calculated as we do

20 for design basis analysis. But it gives you a good

21 feeling for if you are going to have damage in the

22 core, and core melting.

23 MEMBER SIEBER: But they had enough

24 margin, right?

25 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So the criterion

2 then for core damage is not core uncovery?

3 MR. SCHULZ: That is correct.

4 MEMBER ROSEN: But there is still plant

5 cooling going on, right?

6 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

7 MEMBER ROSEN: And in that circumstance,

8 when you have uncovered the top, there is steam

9 cooling going on?

10 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So what is the

12 order of magnitude of the duration of the uncovery in

13 order to see some problem? I mean, Terry mentioned

14 that it is about 300 seconds in those other problems.

15 If it was a thousand seconds, would that have a

16 problem?

17 MR. SCHULZ: Three is two kinds of issues.

18 One is that there are relationships between depth and

19 timing. Obviously if you have a large LOCA and you

20 completely uncover the core very early in the

21 transient, things heat up rapidly.

22 If you only uncover a little bit of the

23 core much later, things heat up very slowly. That is

24 one issue. So you can calculate based on depth,

25 timing, duration, what the peak clad temperatures are.
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MEMBER RANSOM: But wouldn't it be a good

idea to use COBRA-TRAC and see if it predicted any

heat up?

MR. SCHULZ: Well, this is why we look at

-- it is not a good idea to try to do that for 500

transients.

MEMBER RANSOM: Well, I know that, but --

MR. SCHULZ: And that is why we use MAAP

for these hundreds of events, okay? We did do

benchmarking against -- MAAP results against NOTRUMP,

and using LOFTRAN to calculate peak clad temperatures

for those same transients.

And to ensure that MAAP was

reasonable/conservative relative to the design basis

codes.

MEMBER SIEBER: You actually have to try

out part of the core in order to get core damage,

right, as long as you have vapors going through there?

MR. SCHULZ: I can't really answer that

question. You may need more than just the vapor.

MEMBER SIEBER: Okay.

MR. SCHULZ: But again there is times and

durations; timing after a shutdown, and depth and

duration of uncovery, all relate to that.

MEMBER SIEBER: Okay.
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1 MEMBER ROSEN: But then you said that you

2 also went back with the low margin risk sequencing

3 presumably with your better codes?

4 MR. SCHULZ: That's right, and I will be

5 talking about that in the last part of my

6 presentation.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So which one is a

8 better code?

9 MR. SCHULZ: For the small break LOCAS, we

10 repeated the analysis with NOTRUMP, which is what we

11 used in the design basis analysis for our

12 justification, with then being successful.

13 This is the Category 2 o f these events,

14 the se same as the previous one, except that instead

15 of requiring ADS-4 and gravity injection, we are using

16 a couple of twos and threes, and an RMS pump

17 injection.

18 So this is a mixed slice of active system

19 operation, and look at the same spectrum, depth

20 duration, again is a little better than AP-600, and we

21 think that this is successful. You see here that this

22 is again a spectrum of breaks.

23 And for very little ones, we get a little

24 bit of uncovery after ADS, and for the bigger breaks,

25 the break plus this ADS, Stage 2 and 3 get the
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1 pressure down fast enough that RNS injection happens

2 relatively quickly, and the core stays covered.

3 Now I would like to talk about the manual

4 ADS cases. This is with one accumulator and no core

5 makeup tanks. The previous cases were with the

6 opposite.

7 We are requiring a passive RHR to be

8 available to bide the operators time to 20 minutes at

9 least to do the manual ADS. Again, we look at the

10 same spectrum of break sizes, and we got as good or

11 getter performance than AP-600.

12 MEMBER SHACK: Do you have some emergency

13 operating procedure that tells --

14 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. To do what?

15 MEMBER SHACK: To manually blow the valve.

16 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. Yes, the way we end up

17 evaluating operator actions is in accordance with our

18 emergency procedures. The operators have to have

19 procedures, and they have to have indications of

20 instrumentation or whatever.

21 And then we use that to figure out how

22 much time, and then based on that time, reliabilities

23 and probabilities of the operators actually doing that

24 in that time or calculating.

25 This is the spectrum of break analysis and
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1 what you tend to see here is that initially you get no

2 uncovery, but afterwards, you tend to get some. And

3 what happens in this case is the accumulators don't

4 run very long because of their nature.

5 Core makeup tanks run like 20 minutes all

6 the time, and accumulators, it is variable depending

7 on how fast the pressure goes down. And so what you

8 tend to see is gaps between the end of the accumulator

9 injection and the beginning of IRWST injection, which

10 results in some core uncovery.

11 The passive RHR operation is beneficial

12 right in this area here. What is happening in these

13 cases is the break big enough to start challenging

14 core uncovery, but not big enough to get down to

15 accumulator injection.

16 But with these bigger breaks the pressure

17 comes down fairly rapidly just because of the break

18 and accumulators start injecting. So you don't get an

19 early core uncovery. You get more of a late core

20 uncovery.

21 This is looking at the 3-1/2 inch break

22 case, which is probably the most critical from a

23 passive RHR operation and operator timing. And you

24 can see that the AP-1000 with the passive RHR is

25 considerably better than AP-600.
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1 AP-600 we did not require the passive RHR

2 to be available. So it was not in the success

3 criteria, and so we didn't include int in this

4 analysis.

5 If we had, it would have significantly

6 improved this early, and this thing is due to the fact

7 that you have no makeup from your core makeup tanks,

8 and the break is not big enough to get you down to

9 accumulator injection, and so you just sit there for

10 20 minutes or so with no injection.

11 Once ADS goes off here, then the

12 accumulator injection -- this is an accumulator wire

13 mass, and so the accumulator is not draining at all,

14 and then once ADS goes off, it empties pretty quickly.

15 And then sometime a little later, the

16 IRWST injections starts. So again the AP-1000

17 performance, we get no core uncovery early. We get a

18 shorter core uncovery later.

19 MEMBER ROSEN: Now, this is an analysis

20 artifact, this core uncovery early before 20 minutes,

21 because in reality operators would have enough

22 information would they not to manually initiate ADS?

23 MR. SCHULZ: They would. Okay.

24 MEMBER ROSEN: In other words, they would

25 not let the core go uncovered like that. They would
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1 see this all happening, and they would have adequate

2 time to say we are not going to let that happen.

3 MR. SCHULZ: Right.

4 MEMBER ROSEN: And they intervene and mess

5 up your analysis in saving their plant.

6 MR. SCHULZ: Right, they would, but what

7 we are doing is we are saying is that the operator

8 could be delayed, or he could wait as long as 20

9 minutes and still be okay.

10 MEMBER ROSEN: That's what I m saying. It

11 is an analysis artifact. We impose a restraint on the

12 operator, who really isn't there, and who really would

13 not be there.

14 MR. SCHULZ: Oh, we are not saying that

15 the operator should wait. Certainly not.

16 MEMBER ROSEN: When you say core mixture

17 level is that a collapse level, or --

18 MR. SCHULZ: It is a mixture level and not

19 a collapse level.

20 MEMBER RANSOM: If you mean a mixture

21 level and it actually declines much above the top of

22 the core, then you do dry out presumably the upper

23 part of the core.

24 MR. SCHULZ: Not with a mixture. There is

25 still a mixture going through the core. So as long as
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1 the mixture level is above the top of the core, the

2 core is not going to heat up.

3 MEMBER RANSOM: Is there a flow through

4 the core?

5 MR. SCHULZ: Oh, sure, yes.

6 MEMBER RANSOM: What, the pumps are

7 running?

8 MR. SCHULZ: No, you are venting out the

9 break. There is not really significant flow. There

10 is steam being generated, which is going up through

11 the core.

12 MEMBER RANSOM: Steam cooling.

13 MR. SCHULZ: Well, not use steam cooling.

14 The steam is carrying water with it, and so there is

15 water also going.

16 MEMBER RANSOM: Well, you said the mixture

17 level is down about six feet below the top of the

18 core, and that would imply --

19 MR. SCHULZ: That is AP-600, first of all,

20 and this is AP-1000.

21 MEMBER RANSOM: It would be a lot more

22 meaningful to calculate core temperatures and then

23 show those, and it would answer the question do you

24 damage the core or not.

25 MR. SCHULZ: Yes, we could present that.
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1 MR. CUMMINS: This is Ed Cummins again.

2 I think that most people are skeptical of MAAP

3 calculated core temperatures, and that is why we don't

4 show them.

5 MR. SCHULZ: The fourth class is again the

6 same as the last one, with one accumulator, one core

7 makeup tank, but with pump injection, and no stage 4

8 and 2, stage 2 and 3.

9 MEMBER ROSEN: Is this still the same 2-

10 1/2 inch break?

11 MR. SCHULZ: Well, we look at a spectrum

12 in all four categories, from .5 up to 8, and in this

13 case we get no core uncovery at any time for any of

14 these breaks. So this is not so challenging with the

15 RNS pumps.

16 So I would now like to move on to large

17 break LOCA success criteria. For cold leg breaks, the

18 success criteria is two accumulators, just like the

19 design basis, the DCD analysis. So initially we

20 actually didn't do a special PRA analysis for AP-1000.

21 But we eventually noticed that the success

22 criteria also requires that we consider no containment

23 isolation, which is a little more conservative, and

24 would tend to increase PCP above the design basis,

25 numbers which were already pretty high, 21 something
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1 degrees.

2 So we reanalyzed the event using COBRA-

3 TRAC, which is our design basis code, and running it

4 the same way because it was easier to do that, and we

5 calculated an even lower temperature.

6 Now, the reason that went down was that we

7 assumed the availability of off-site power for 10

8 seconds, which we thought from a probability point of

9 view was justifiable. The chance of losing off-site

10 power that quickly we were not worrying about.

11 MEMBER ROSEN: Well, I agree a hundred

12 percent, but that is not the standard analysis. The

13 standard analysis, you take off-site power off the

14 instant of the break.

15 MR. SCHULZ: Right, which is appropriate

16 DCD analysis. Now this is PRA analysis. So what I am

17 saying is that we should use this in the DCD. I am

18 just saying that for the PRA that we didn't make that

19 super conservative assumption.

20 MEMBER ROSEN: Now, for the PRA, you could

21 just leave off-site on, period, because there is

22 almost no instances of SCRABS, for instance, or loss

23 of an energy source from a plant causing an off-site

24 power loss. I mean, it has happened, but not usually.

25 MR. SCHULZ: And all I am saying is that
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1 for this analysis, it is only important as far as how

2 it affects the large break LOCA until you trip your

3 reactor coolant pumps, which we automatically do in an

4 S signal, plus the time delays.

5 So it really only has to run like 10 or 15

6 seconds, for off-site power to be available, and after

7 that, we could lose it and it won't affect this

8 result.

9 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Now, what does

10 without uncertainty mean?

11 MR. SCHULZ: When you look at the DCD, the

12 methodology for large break LOCA includes a

13 calculation of DCD, and then it separately accounts

14 for plant uncertainties, and it adds up a number that

15 is in the AP-1000 case something like 230 degrees,

16 which would get added to this if you wanted to look at

17 with uncertainty.

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So 1850?

19 MR. SCHULZ: Yeah, and so when you look at

20 the T&H certainty evaluation that we did for large

21 LOCA, we put that uncertainty, we added that on. But

22 for the success criteria --

23 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, the 2200

24 degrees that is not a best estimate is it for the

25 failure criteria?
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1 MR. SCHULZ: You absolutely have to stay

2 below that.

3 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But that is a

4 regulatory requirement.

5 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

6 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But in terms of

7 uncertainty --

8 MEMBER ROSEN: If you did a realistic

9 estimate, it would be more, but not a whole lot.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.

11 MR. SCHULZ: We also did a spurious ADS

12 for large LOCA, where we opened all four stage four

13 valves at the same time after the initiating event.

14 We used one out of the accumulators, and we analyzed

15 this with COBRA-TRAC, and we got a very low PCT, and

16 hot leg breaks just tend to be a lot less severe than

17 cold leg breaks.

18 You don't get that flow reversal and

19 initial heat up, and the core cools down much better

20 at the end of blow down, and so there is a lot more

21 space and temperature to heat up before you get into

22 trouble.

23 ATWS analysis. The first thing to thin

24 about here is AP-1000 has what we call a low boron

25 core, which means that the beginning of core life just
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1 after refueling the maximum boron concentration is

2 probably a thousand PPM, instead of 11 or 1200 PPM.

3 This gives us a more negative moderator

4 temperature coefficient, which makes it easier to ride

5 out the transients. The current AP-1000 is able to

6 ride out transients over about 98.5 percent of the

7 core life, or the UET is 1.5 percent.

8 We have analyzed the two cases, and shown

9 them in the PRA. One of them is the beginning of

10 equilibrium core cycle, which has an MPC that is at

11 least minus 12.5, and we also looked at the first

12 core, which tends to have less negative MPCs, and

13 about 40 percent of life, we have got about minus 10,

14 and at this point we bump up against the pressure

15 limit post-ATWS.

16 So I think these are the peak pressure

17 transients, and this is the beginning of like

18 equilibrium core cycle, which stays below 3000 psi.

19 The first core cycle goes right up to 3200 psi, and

20 this is actually psia and the limit is psig. So this

21 is right at the limit.

22 We have some discussions with the staff

23 going on whether 98.5 percent is enough, or whether we

24 need 99 percent or something, and we are still talking

25 to them about that.
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1 Okay. Now I would like to get into the

2 T&H uncertainty stuff. We have already talked a

3 little bit about this, and hopefully the rest will

4 paint a real clear and easily understood explanation.

5 We have provided evaluations that are actually in a

6 response to the RAI, where we went through and

7 implemented a process like we did on the AP-600, which

8 I am going to explain here.

9 The whole process is trying to calculate

10 the high risk, low margin cases from a probability

11 point of view, and we have used the MAAP success

12 criteria analysis to pretty much tell us when we get

13 core uncovery, and any time we get core uncovery, we

14 are considering that to be a low margin case, no

15 matter what the temperature is.

16 We take the event trees that Selim showed

17 you that we did for the core melt level one analysis,

18 and we expand them to include intermediate failure

19 cases. Well, not failure, but success equipment

20 availability cases.

21 And then we connect those expanded event

22 tree branches to whether they are low margin or high

23 margin success paths. In the end, we think we have

24 bounded about 98 percent of the core melt sequences

25 with the conservative T&H analysis we have done.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Again, you say you

2 have expanded the --

3 MR. SCHULZ: Let me show you. Just hang

4 on.

5 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You have to explain

6 what that means.

7 MR. SCHULZ: I was qualitatively doing

8 that. We ended up from this identifying the limiting

9 analysis cases, which were three small LOCAs, two

10 large LOCAs, and two long term cooling cases, and if

11 we analyzed these seven events with DCD codes and

12 methods conservative with Appendix K --

13 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: These are high risk

14 and/or low margin?

15 MR. SCHULZ: That's right. That's right,

16 and it showed successful core cooling for those cases.

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.

18 MR. SCHULZ: We pretty much talked about

19 this, and let me go on here to this, and hopefully

20 this will help you. What you see on the left is a

21 kind of event tree structure in the PRA, when you are

22 just trying to figure out whether the core melts or it

23 doesn't melt.

24 You are not trying to differentiate

25 anything else. So what we do when we expand the event
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1 trees, is we take, for example, the core makeup tank,

2 and instead of it being just zero or one, it could

3 also have two tanks available, and so that is what we

4 do here.

5 So we have zero, one or two, or two. So

6 actually these three things, zero, one, or two. And

7 the same for the accumulator, zero or one. Now, what

8 we do is that we then look at the end points, and we

9 try to figure out, well, is that like a design basis

10 case?

11 Well, in this case it is design basis, and

12 we have got two accumulators and two core makeup

13 tanks, for a medium LOCA. That is what we would

14 normally have for a design basis.

15 We also called this design basis in the

16 sense that we have analyzed DVI line breaks with one

17 core makeup tank, and one accumulator, because the

18 other two spilled, and so we consider this to be

19 design basis.

20 This case here has no accumulators, but

21 two core makeup tanks. We have put this into these

22 categories that are UC are like uncovery. They are

23 low margin.

24 So the okay ones are high margin in our

25 terminology, and things where we put UC something is
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1 a low margin case. And it can have two core makeup

2 tanks, or if we take this one and expand it just like

3 this, and so this tree really grows.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So UC-3 does not

5 exist on the left.

6 MR. SCHULZ: That's right. It is a subset

7 of one of these, and you can't figure out the

8 probability of UC-3 here, because this one only takes

9 the extreme failure conditions.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOIAKIS: So the logic, and

11 again at the high level, is that we are getting into

12 a little bit of trouble by going with the minimum from

13 a success criteria point of view. So let's look at

14 the actual case where I need only one CMT, but I

15 really have two.

16 So there are some cases perhaps where I

17 will get both of them?

18 MR. SCHULZ: That's right. And when we do

19 expand these trees, we go through and calculate the

20 probabilities of all of these different branches.

21 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Which again is an

22 expansion of the probability that you have on the

23 left.

24 MR. SCHULZ: That's right.

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And what does that
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1 do now? Is that a bounding case?

2 MR. SCHULZ: It provides you more detail.

3 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: More detail.

4 MR. SCHULZ: In terms of the probability,

5 and what we ultimately want to do is figure out what

6 is the highest probability of getting these UC things.

7 These we really don't care about so much, because we

8 are saying there is T&H uncertainty really with these

9 guys. We are not getting core uncovery, and we have

10 lots of margin for cooling.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But all you are

12 doing -- if I expand the middle one there -- yes, that

13 one, and if I expand that one, I will end up with --

14 MR. SCHULZ: You will end up with three

15 more branches like this.

16 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Exactly, and one of

17 the sequences will be what I have on the left won't

18 they?

19 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. In fact, it will be --

20 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But what happens

21 now is the probability is lower?

22 MR. CUMMINS: The whole objective of this

23 is to find out which of the uncovery cases have some

24 impact on the PRA.

25 MR. SCHULZ: Yes, I understand that.
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1 MR. CUMMINS: So you are looking for the

2 ones that are risk important. We are going to find a

3 whole bunch of uncovery cases, some of which have some

4 PRA value, and some of which don't, and we are going

5 to throw away the ones that don't.

6 MR. SCHULZ: Let me continue here a little

7 bit. I think it will become clearer. This is just a

8 listing of how we group the different okays and these

9 UC categories with sort of different kinds of

10 equipment being available.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So can you point

12 here to the sequences that correspond to the ones that

13 you had on the left in the normal case in the slide

14 before?

15 MR. SCHULZ: Oh, the normal case?

16 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: The way that you do

17 the standard PRA.

18 MR. SCHULZ: Well, the standard PRAs don't

19 relate to these. They are just okay, period. They

20 are all mushed together. We don't differentiate. The

21 success paths intend to be extreme, in terms of that

22 they have multiple failures in them, and you can't

23 differentiate this, and you can't get this detail out

24 of the PRA level one event trees. They are not that

25 detailed.
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1 In the expanded event tree, we have used

2 all these detailed branches to differentiate between

3 uncoveries, and --

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Let's go got he

5 previous slide, and maybe that will help. You are

6 doing -- and you call it normal, too, your normal

7 event tree. And you have core melt when you have no

8 core makeup tanks and no accumulators, right?

9 MR. SCHULZ: That's right.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And you have core

11 melt because you have uncovered the core and for a

12 period there is no high pressure injection?

13 MR. SCHULZ: Right.

14 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Now, when I expand

15 the tree, what happens to that sequence, the 00

16 sequence?

17 MR. SCHULZ: The 00 sequence will be a

18 core melt still.

19 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: It will still be

20 there?

21 MR. SCHULZ: It will still be there.

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Have I bounded it

23 in any way?

24 MR. SCHULZ: What do you mean by bounded?

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, I mean I have
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1 a frequency here--

2 MR. SCHULZ: We are not trying --

3 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You are doing it to

4 the others, to the successes.

5 MR. SCHULZ: It is the successes.

6 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You are doing it to

7 the successes.

8 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

9 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So now I take the

10 first success from the bottom, where I don't have a

11 CMT, but I have one accumulator.

12 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

13 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And somebody says,

14 well, how do you know the accumulator is good enough

15 and sO on, and that is what you are addressing now?

16 MR. SCHULZ: Eventually. Right now I am

17 trying to calculate probabilities of these

18 intermediate states, and then I am trying to figure

19 out --

20 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But you will still

21 have a sequence on the right that says no CMT and one

22 accumulator?

23 MR. SCHULZ: That's right. It will be

24 here and have a certain probability.

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So that is what
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1 bothers us now and we have to try to find out what to

2 do with it.

3 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. The next question. So

4 we expanded eight event trees in AP-600, and we didn't

5 take all 26, okay? We looked at ones with ADS

6 actuation, and not the ones without ADS actuation.

7 Now for AP-1000, we expanded five trees.

8 Now we lost the intermediate LOCA because

9 it does not exist in AP-1000, and we added the

10 spurious ADS, because that did not exist on AP-600.

11 But we didn't do the small LOCA transients with ADS to

12 rupture with ADS that we did do in AP-600.

13 And the reason for that is that these

14 three events, expanded event trees, did not produce

15 any limiting risk important cases. They all came out

16 of the other events, and generally what happens is

17 that these events result in later ADS actuations, so

18 that the timing of uncovery is later, and it is

19 delayed. So it tends to be less severe.

20 So we looked at five event trees that we

21 expanded, and this is just a summary of that, and what

22 we did in AP-600 and what we did in AP-1000, and as an

23 example, this is a DVI LOCA, and you actually are

24 seeing half of it here. The other half is on the next

25 page.
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1 And so you see the full thing here, and

2 you were asking about, for example, one -- well, one

3 of the characteristics of a DVI LOCA is that you lose

4 half of the systems.

5 So you don't see two core makeup tanks or

6 two accumulators anywhere here.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Zero, one.

8 MR. SCHULZ: Zero, one, and so that looks

9 a bit more like the normal event tree. However, in

10 ADS land, you see a lot of intermediate states. And

11 then we go over and we plug in what these end-states

12 are; okays, okays, and there is a core damage, and

13 there you start seeing some uncoveries, and

14 uncoveries.

15 Now, all of these events here are with

16 containment isolation, which is the first question on

17 the tree. The next page is without containment

18 isolation, and the same story. So after we set this

19 tree up, we calculate it and then we sum up the

20 potential core damage events that were treated as

21 success in the base PRA.

22 So these are all the UC, these low margin,

23 coolant recovery things. If you calculate all of

24 those, and we don't worry about core damage.

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So sequence number
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1 six, is a sequence of appearance of the normal event

2 tree?

3 MR. SCHULZ: No. It would be a subset of

4 one of the ones. It is covered by and bounded by the

5 normal base line PRA.

6 MEMBER ROSEN: I would say included in.

7 MR. SCHULZ: Included in. It is included

8 in there, but it is a subset of one of the branches.

9 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Success branches.

10 MR. SCHULZ: Success branches, yes. So we

11 end up calculating all these intermediate success

12 states, and we move them all into a big table, and we

13 sort them, and figure out which are the most probable

14 ones, to try to figure out this is the bottom half of

15 that same tree.

16 Now, where do we draw the line? Which

17 ones are -- you know, we have this big table from

18 higher probability to very, very low probability

19 situations. So we -- okay, this is still before that.

20 When we talk about large release, we

21 didn't really calculate it like we do in the base PRA.

22 We used a constant 6 percent of the core damage

23 events, and this is with containment isolation now,

24 and we go to large release, and the same thing that we

25 did with AP-600. Here we talk about the criteria.
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1 So we basically take any of these

2 potential core damage events which were a success on

3 the baseline PRA, and we say that all of those that

4 are within one percent of the total core damage

5 frequency for AP-1000, we will consider to be risk

6 important.

7 MEMBER ROSEN: Give me that again. Within

8 one percent?

9 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

10 MEMBER ROSEN: Meaning?

11 MR. SCHULZ: That they are greater than or

12 equal to one percent of --

13 MEMBER ROSEN: Of 2.4 E to the minus 7.

14 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

15 MEMBER ROSEN: In other words, anything

16 greater than 2.4 E to the minus 9?

17 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. We will consider those

18 to be low margin, because all of these are low margin,

19 risk important sequences, and we should consider them

20 in the T&H uncertainty.

21 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Risk important?

22 MR. SCHULZ: They will be risk important -

23 _

24 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: I thought these

25 were successes?
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1 MR. SCHULZ: They are successes in the

2 base PRA, but there is a question about --

3 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But here they are

4 successes.

5 MR. CUMMINS: Excuse me, but the question

6 is a MAAP success a real success, and our answer is,

7 well, I don't know. We will have to prove it with our

8 DCD code. Well, rather than do this a hundred times,

9 we are trying to figure out a way to do it 5 or 6

10 times, and so we are going to explain how we pick the

11 5 or 6 winners out of the hundred in order to run your

12 DCD code and prove that MAAP predicted correctly.

13 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You do that later,

14 but at this stage --

15 MEMBER SHACK: He has first got all the

16 ones with uncovered, and so they are by definition low

17 margin. How he is sort of looking at the probability

18 that he will actually get one of those, and he is

19 going to pick the most frequent ones of those, and so

20 those become his dominant sequences.

21 MR. SCHULZ: And some of those sequences

22 are 3 or 4 orders of magnitude less than the core melt

23 frequency, and so --

24 MEMBER ROSEN: But the dominant sequences,

25 I am sure that you are confusing George. When you
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1 said that, he went into outer hyper drive. This is

2 simply a technique for Westinghouse to be able to pick

3 important sequences, even though they were successes,

4 to do some detailed calculations to show that the

5 temperatures with steam cooling do not exceed or do

6 not cause core damage.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So a success means

8 that you may have some uncovery for a while, but the

9 temperature --

10 MEMBER ROSEN: The temperature stays low

11 enough that the uncovered portion of the core, that

12 the fuel, although it gets hotter than you would like

13 it to, it never gets so hot that it is damaged.

14 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. And then you

15 are looking at those, and you have their frequency

16 occurrences.

17 MEMBER ROSEN: Right.

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: This frequency is

19 not part of the base line DCD.

20 MEMBER ROSEN: No, because these are

21 successes.

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: but now you are

23 saying that I arbitrarily will consider those success

24 sequences that have a frequency and look at all of

25 them and decide whether I should move them down to
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1 failure.

2 MR. SCHULZ: No, what we are considering

3 is the potential core damage, and we are going to look

4 at them very closely from a T&H point of view.

5 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So a very negative

6 review and so you are going to look at it?

7 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

8 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And to convince

9 yourself if it is a success?

10 MR. SCHULZ: Right. This is one page of

11 about four of the total sequences that come out of

12 expanded event threes, and you can see for each of

13 them the sequence CDF.

14 Now, this is a potential, and these were

15 all success in the base PRA. So this is potential.

16 So obviously this is a 10 to the minus 7 kind of

17 sequence. So that is more than a core damage.

18 So the ones that are boxed in here are

19 ones that meet the one percent criteria. So you see

20 that you are starting to get down below 2 times 10 to

21 the minus 9 here.

22 And we looked at large release as well

23 against core damage, and we picked up a few large

24 releases down here. Here you can see what kind of

25 failures went along with these sequences, just for
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1 your information.

2 In addition, now there is 13 of these

3 cases, and there is none on the lower pages, and so

4 you see all of the risk important low margin sequences

5 here, 13 of them.

6 MEMBER ROSEN: Because you sorted it by --

7 MR. SCHULZ: Right, they get lower, and

8 lower, and lower as you go down.

9 MEMBER ROSEN: -- the most important.

10 MR. SCHULZ: That's right.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.

12 MR. SCHULZ: Now you also see on the

13 right, and I am getting a little bit ahead of myself

14 here, is that we selected seven cases to analyze; five

15 of them short term, and two of them long term cooling

16 cases.

17 And you see here two columns; short term,

18 long term, cooling. And these letters relate to one

19 of the cases that we did analyze. So we think that we

20 have analyzed with these seven cases more than -- and

21 you see these cases here, and these two cases, for

22 example, are not. They are 10 to the minus 9, and 10

23 to the minus 11 cases.

24 And it happens that in order to or instead

25 of analyzing 13 cases, we smooshed them into 7 cases,
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1 and because of that, we ended up with a little bit of

2 conservatism, which then covers a few more cases.

3 There are 102 cases here total, and 13 of which are

4 risk important, are cases bounded by 56 of the 102,

5 which ends up being 98 percent or so of the risk of

6 the plant, are bounded by these conservative T&H

7 analysis cases.

8 Now, let me show you which cases those

9 are. This is the 13 pulled out of that big table just

10 to summarize for you how much they would contribute to

11 core melt and large release if they were core damage,

12 and obviously you don't want that to happen.

13 It also shows you what we call the

14 residue, and if you take all of the cases that aren't

15 in these 13, how much does that add up to be compared

16 to these cases.

17 So these cases add up to be 10 to the

18 minus 6, and these other cases add up to be 10 to the

19 minus 8. So they are small relative to the total. So

20 we ignored those other cases, although again we

21 covered many of them off.

22 Here are the seven cases that we picked

23 for candidates for the detailed T&H analysis. Three

24 of them are small LOCAs, and two large LOCAs, and

25 short term, and then two long term analysis.
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1 And you can see here which equipment

2 availability we selected, and this indicates which of

3 the dominant cases are bounded by them. So for these

4 first two, and for example, no core makeup tanks and

5 accumulators, one of them actually has two

6 accumulators. They both have four stage fours.

7 MEMBER ROSEN: That means four fails stage

8 fours.

9 MR. SCHULZ: No, four working.

10 MEMBER ROSEN: Oh, four working stage

11 fours?

12 MR. SCHULZ: That's right. All of these

13 cases rely on passive systems only. We did not

14 include in the expansion of threes any active systems

15 because the issue of T&H uncertainty seems to be

16 focused on passive system performance, and this whole

17 issue of low Dts, and uncertainty, and newness of

18 passive systems, and so again, just like AP-600, we

19 did not expand active system branches, only passive

20 system branches.

21 So all of the success criteria here and

22 equipment availability is passive system.

23 MEMBER ROSEN: Yes, but what does this

24 table mean now? It says CMT, zero.

25 MR. SCHULZ: That is available. Those
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1 CMTs are available, and one accumulator is available,

2 and this is available equipment.

3 MEMBER ROSEN: Available equipment. Okay.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You keep talking to

5 risk guys. So I am dying to go to the meat of it.

6 MEMBER ROSEN: He is preparing us.

7 MR. SCHULZ: This is very similar to the

8 previous page, and it shows you the code that we used

9 to analyze each of the cases, and as I said, we used

10 NOTRUMP for the small break COBRA-TRAC for the large

11 breaks, and the COBRA-TRAC long term cooling model for

12 the long term cooling. These codes were run like they

13 were in the DCV analysis.

14 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: This is now

15 considered what, a conservative analysis?

16 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. Appendix K, decayed

17 heat, and limiting plant parameters and limiting --

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And the argument

19 that you are making is that if I show that even with

20 these conservative analyses, this is a success, that

21 I don't have to worry about Dr. Ransom's concern about

22 the uncertainties? That is the essence of your

23 argument.

24 MR. SCHULZ: It is bounds of

25 uncertainties.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: That is the

2 essence?

3 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

4 MEMBER RANSOM: Going to an Appendix K

5 type approach.

6 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Which is admittedly

8 conservative though.

9 MR. SCHULZ: Yes, it says that they are

10 not so important.

11 MEMBER ROSEN: And this covers most of the

12 risk of the plant. okay.

13 MR. SCHULZ: So you can see from this that

14 A and B get no core uncovery, even with these

15 conservative analysis. C does get core uncovery, and

16 the PCT is like 1500 degrees or 1600 degrees. Large

17 break LOCAs, and I have actually talked about these,

18 but these are with the DCD uncertainties.

19 So that if large break LOCAS were done not

20 Appendix K, but the best estimate, DCD type analysis

21 with separately calculated uncertainties.

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Let me understand

23 the first two. You are saying no core uncovery.

24 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: What did you have
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1 originally with NOTRUMP?

2 MR. SCHULZ: Well, this is with NOTRUMP.

3 With MAAP?

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: With MAAP.

5 MR. SCHULZ: Well, what I showed you was

6 more limiting cases. The cases that I showed you

7 would be, for example, disbursement would be no

8 containment isolation, and this would be the same, and

9 this would be the same, and but it will be 3 ADS. So

10 I didn't show you one of these cases.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You didn't?

12 MR. SCHULZ: I mean, we typically didn't

13 analyze such cases. In our MAAP analysis, we were

14 looking for the limiting cases. So we didn't analyze

15 cases which had more things working.

16 Now, we did that on AP-600 just to make

17 sure that more things didn't make things worse, and it

18 doesn't. So when we did AP-1000, we didn't look at

19 more things with MAAP, because we were focusing on the

20 limiting success rates area.

21 MEMBER SHACK: This is one of the sorted

22 sequences, which means that MAAP's end state was

23 uncovered, right?

24 MR. SCHULZ: That we would say that it was

25 either uncovery, or potential uncovered, because we
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1 didn't necessarily analyze with MAAP some of these

2 lesser sequences for AP-1000. The next three slides

3 show you the results of the events A, B, and C, or

4 cases A, B, and C, showing the RCS pressure, core

5 mixture level, and then you see here that we just

6 barely dip to the top of the core.

7 The accumulator, which there are no core

8 makeup tanks, is supposed to inject both -- just

9 before ADS was off for 20 minutes, and then injects

10 very rapidly after that until it empties. Then IRWST

11 starts up some little time after the accumulator is

12 empty.

13 But the core mixture level is popped back

14 up again, and doesn't dip below the top of the fuel

15 throughout that. So again NOTRUMP, Appendix K,

16 analysis.

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: All of the

18 sequences that you analyzed, did you declare them a

19 success or did you find some problems?

20 MR. SCHULZ: Yes. In some earlier cases

21 where we hadn't, for example, put the passive RHR in,

22 when we first started trying to do this, and it didn't

23 work. So then we backtracked and changed the success

24 criteria so that it would come out to be successful.

25 And in all seven cases that we have now
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1 performed are all successful, with the seven cases

2 that we have analyzed that cover 98 percent of the

3 risk.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So this kind of

5 analysis made you change some success criteria?

6 MR. SCHULZ: Yes.

7 MEMBER ROSEN: And require passive RHR?

8 MR. SCHULZ: Yes, that was the only real

9 change that came out of this, but it did. This is

10 Case B, which is a CMT line break case, two

11 accumulators, no core makeup tanks, 4 out of 4 ADS

12 with containment isolation being effective.

13 And everything is very good on this case,

14 and not that challenging. In this case we do get core

15 uncovery, and this is a DVI LOCA, one core makeup

16 tank, and no passive RHR. 3 out of 4 ADS, no

17 containment isolation.

18 So we get near the top of the core here,

19 and then as the core makeup tank empties about in this

20 time frame here, then we don't get injection from the

21 IRWST 4 sometimes, and so we deplete the inventory

22 from the reactor, and then we start getting injection,

23 and we get some recovery here.

24 And we analyze the peak clad temperature

25 for this and it is 1570 degrees. So again we said
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1 that is okay from a core damage point of view.

2 MEMBER LEITCH: I'm not sure I am reading

3 that right. Is that minus 18 feet, or is it minus 4

4 feet?

5 MR. SCHULZ: Well, the mixture level is on

6 an absolute scale and the top of the core is 20.5 or

7 something feet.

8 MEMBER LEITCH: Okay. I see.

9 MEMBER ROSEN: This is a revelation.

10 MR. SCHULZ: It is about two feet.

11 MEMBER ROSEN: Maybe the light is

12 beginning to dawn on me, and maybe the for the old

13 guys who run BWRs. We have always thought of

14 containment as a good thing to protect the public's

15 health and safety, in the sense that if you had an

16 accident that stuff doesn't get out and get to a

17 potential member of the public.

18 Here it does that function, too, but it is

19 much more important because it makes these, and

20 without the ECCS may not work in certain cases. So

21 that is another whole deal that is new in the sense of

22 these passive plants. Now maybe some BWRs need to

23 back pressure to have enough MPSH. They need some

24 credit for it.

25 But this is the clearest demonstration of
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1 what happens when you don't have containment

2 isolation, and in this case, you are going to have a

3 whole lot more core damaging events than if you did or

4 you would have in the other kinds of plants, and which

5 don't rely so heavily on containment to provide the

6 back pressures.

7 MEMBER SIEBER: There is a number of

8 current generation BWRs that need some containment

9 pressure needed to take credit to get MPSH adequate

10 for --

11 MEMBER ROSEN: Yes, mother nature was

12 telling us that there is some other function for

13 containment other than directly protecting the

14 public's health and safety, because it does show up in

15 some BWRs, and in some PWRs. But here it is much

16 clearer. Just an observation.

17 MEMBER SIEBER: You could accomplish the

18 same thing without containment and not that you have

19 it, you can use it. Otherwise, the plant just gets

20 taller and taller.

21 MR. SCHULZ: I am not going to show you

22 the large break cases. I have already really talked

23 about them, but what I would like to do now is talk

24 about the long term cooling case, and the one that is

25 the most interesting there is the one with the failed
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1 containment isolation.

2 And so what we have done is an analysis

3 that looks at the largest single penetration, which is

4 an 18 inch H back line staying open indefinitely. We

5 assumed the BWR LOCA, which is in our opinion the most

6 limiting LOCA because it results in a lower initial

7 water level and containment.

8 That X is about two feet, and I forgot to

9 write that down, but what that means is that if you

10 had a non-DVI LOCA, including any large LOCA, the

11 initial containment water level would be two feet

12 higher.

13 So you would have a lot more inventory

14 that you could lose out the break, out the hole in the

15 containment, before you would challenge core cooling

16 and a recirc long term mode. So that waw the events

17 that we looked at.

18 And what you will see following here is

19 some analysis that shows hat with passive containment

20 cooling operating, with the water cooling going on,

21 that the containment leakage is terminated in about 2-

22 1/2 hours.

23 For that 2-1/2 hours, you have leakage

24 going out of the containment. After that 3-1/2 hours,

25 there is essentially no more leakage.
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1 MEMBER ROSEN: And no more driving head?

2 MR. SCHULZ: Right. And what has happened

3 is that a accumulation of decayed heat has dropped and

4 the PCS performance improved, and the reason why it

5 has improved is that during the leakage, the leakage

6 has taken air, as well as steam, out of the

7 containment.

8 And taking the air out of the containment

9 increases the partial pressure of steam, and increases

10 the temperature of the mixture in containment at these

11 low pressures. And allows for better heat transfer

12 through the containment.

13 And as a result, you end up with PCS

14 performance going up, and decayed heat coming down,

15 and about 2.8 hours out, you end up terminating the

16 leak out of containment. During that time, you lose

17 about .3 feet of level in the containment, which is

18 not very much.

19 And then we did a COBRA-TRAC analysis to

20 show that with this reduced level and atmospheric

21 pressure that we are still okay. This shows you what

22 is going on in containment in this event. The IRWST

23 level is dropping as it injects, and in fact spills.

24 The PXS-B is the room where the PXS valves

25 are located and where the break is located, and so
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1 that is a separate volume in containment and it

2 behaves differently from the bulk of the containment.

3 There is a drain line out of the bottom, but it tends

4 to get overwhelmed by the blow down from the break.

5 So it tends to fill up faster as you see

6 than the containment, which is this solid line, is the

7 main containment. Then eventually the main

8 containment becomes the highest level and it is

9 driving the recirculation flow back through and into

10 the reactor coolant system.

11 You see down here the containment leakage,

12 and it is higher early, and then in about 10,000

13 seconds or 2.8 hours, it drops to about zero.

14 Containment pressure goes up to about 10 psig for

15 something, and then it drops to atmospheric pressure

16 in that same time period.

17 This code here is a little confusing, in

18 that it shows the decayed heat level on the dotted

19 line which seems to be above the PCS, and that is

20 above the PCS heat removal, and so you are saying why

21 is it matching decayed heat.

22 Well, the PCS heat removal is what is

23 actually going through the shell and it doesn't count

24 other places that heat can go. So if you look at this

25 whole time frame, the water going into the reactor is
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1 somewhat subcooled, and it is fairly highly subcooled

2 in this early time frame.

3 And even out here it is still somewhat

4 subcooled. So the PCS doesn't see that. It just sees

5 how much heat is going out from steam generation

6 basically that is going out through the wall in the

7 containment.

8 It also doesn't see how much heat is going

9 into concrete or steel inside a containment. Now, you

10 see in the end here that things are coming together as

11 the subcooling goes away and as the passive heat sinks

12 and saturates.

13 Okay. This is just a summary of the T&H

14 uncertainty analysis. We had calculated the

15 probability of the low margin sequences, and the

16 selected risk important low margin sequences, the

17 important ones.

18 And the defined seven bounding cases, and

19 five short and two long term. And we analyzed all

20 those cases using DCD codes and methods, and for all

21 of them have shown successful core cooling.

22 And that by doing that, we have bounded 98

23 or 99 percent of the risk of the plant with those

24 conservative analysis. Any questions? No?

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Very good. Thank
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1 you very much. You finished early. Okay. We are

2 going to break for 20 minutes. We will be back at

3 3:22, which is a mean value and Selim will tell us

4 what the high bound will be.

5 (Whereupon, at 3:03 p.m,, the meeting was

6 recessed and resumed at 3:27 p.m.)

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: All right. Now we

8 will hear from the NRC staff, Mr. Saltos.

9 MR. BURKHARDT: Yes, and before Nick gets

10 started, Dr. Apostolakis, I would like to make a few

11 comments. I am Larry Burkhardt, the NRR AP-1000

12 project manager.

13 As Mike stated earlier in his opening

14 comments, we obviously do have an established

15 schedule, and our next milestone is to issue the draft

16 safety evaluation report in June of this year. So as

17 you can imagine, we are in the midst of our review

18 looking at the RAIs and all the other material that

19 Westinghouse submitted.

20 And consequently what you are going to

21 hear here is not final, but we would like to give you

22 a snapshot of where we are in our review. So with

23 that said, this afternoon you will be hearing from

24 Nick Saltos on the level one PRA, and Walt Jensen on

25 PRA success criteria, and Marie Pohida on the shutdown
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1 PRA.

2 And one more comment. There are three

3 different groups of slides, copies of slides, going

4 around. So I hope that everybody has a copy. With

5 that said, I will turn it over to Nick Saltos to about

6 the level one PRA review.

7 MR. SALTOS: Good afternoon. This is Nick

8 Saltos from the NRR, the Probabilistic Safety

9 Assessment Branch, and I am going to talk about major

10 objectives in the process of the PRA review, and also

11 talk about the major issues of the level one PRA

12 review.

13 The major objectives of the PRA review are

14 to ensure the quality of the PRA, and commensurate

15 with its intended use, such as gaining insights about

16 the design, and support the design certification

17 processes.

18 MEMBER KRESS: You know, if Dr. Wallis was

19 sitting here, which he isn't, he would ask you two

20 questions I'm sure. The first one would be how do you

21 measure the quality of the PRA, and the second one he

22 would ask is how do you know when the quality is

23 commensurate with its intended use? Have you got some

24 gauges or criteria that --

25 MR. SALTOS: Yes, we have some generic
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1 means I would say to do that. By evaluating the

2 models and assumptions, and data, used in the PRA and

3 comparing with other PRAs.

4 MEMBER KRESS: But in terms of the ASME

5 quality standards would you call it a 2, or a 3, or a

6 1, or what?

7 MR. SALTOS: Yes. I see that there is

8 compatibility there, but this work is based on the AP-

9 600.

10 MEMBER KRESS: So that was before we

11 thought about that.

12 MR. SALTOS: But I don't see that there is

13 a conflict there with those criteria. The emphasis of

14 course is on PRA modeling of novel features, like

15 passive systems and the ITAAC. and (inaudible) for

16 major contributors to risk, and features that

17 contribute to reduce risk with respect to operating

18 the reactors.

19 And areas of uncertainty that have to be

20 addressed, and defense in depth to mitigate specific

21 initiating events. Support the design and most of the

22 PRA support of the design is done at the pre-

23 application stage, but still we have to ensure that

24 the PRA is valid to do that.

25 At that stage the PRA was used to define
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1 capabilities, and to introduce features to reduce or

2 eliminate vulnerabilities. Quantify the effect in

3 terms of risk of the new design features, and select

4 a manual alternative features operating strategies,

5 and design options.

6 And the use of the PRA design

7 certification process, and then we go to the second

8 bullet, and this is a major objective of the PRA, and

9 a proper interpretation and use of the results for

10 decision making in the certification process, such as

11 identified design and/or operational changes to

12 address weaknesses, and identify certification

13 requirements, such as ITAACS, which stands for

14 inspections test analysis and acceptance criteria.

15 And these requirements will be the ones

16 that will be used to ensure that any future planned

17 reference in the AP-1000 design will be operated in a

18 manner that is consistent with important PRA

19 assumptions.

20 Another area that the PRA is used in the

21 certification process is to determine the appropriate

22 regulatorial oversight for non-safety systems, and

23 what Westinghouse calls defense in depth, and systems

24 that are not safety related, like the normal RHR start

25 up flood water system.
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1 And first of all, determine if oversight

2 is needed, and if it is needed, what system is better

3 to have in terms of risk reduction to have this

4 oversight, and what is the appropriate level of

5 oversight.

6 And it is used also to determine the

7 significance. PRA results are used to determine the

8 risk significance of raised uses, and the focus of the

9 most important uses, and the use of less important

10 issues.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Maybe we can skip

12 to the next slide.

13 MR. SALTOS: Okay. The major issues from

14 the review of the PRA level one power operation is the

15 thermal-hydraulic uncertainties and success criteria,

16 and Westinghouse talked extensively before. Another

17 reason is the fire induced --

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Let me understand

19 this. It is a major issue because you have reviewed

20 what they have done and you don't agree?

21 MR. SALTOS: Well, we have not reviewed

22 Westinghouse's response extensively yet. We are still

23 reviewing those forms. But we had a request for

24 additional information on this issue when we received

25 their submittal to the PRA.
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1 So this is one of the major issues that

2 has to come to a close, because that impacts success

3 criteria, and it can impact the risk and impact the

4 requirements for the certification requirements, like

5 risk and ITAACS.

6 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And what was the

7 issue?

8 MR. SALTOS: I will talk next about that.

9 Another issue is fire-induced spurious actuation of

10 ADS squib valves, and another issue is that the

11 identification of certification requirements, such as

12 ITAACs and RTNSS, that result from major differences

13 and design differences with respect to AP-600, because

14 our list of AP-600 certification requirements that

15 forms the starting point.

16 However, some certification requirements

17 could change according to the resolution of some of

18 the outstanding issues.

19 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: I think this is

20 what Mr. Schulz just described to us, right?

21 MR. SALTOS: Yes, more or less, but there

22 might be some additional clarification from our point

23 of view if you are interested in hearing that. When

24 we start with this issue, we are talking about passive

25 systems that rely on small driving forces, such as
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1 gravity, to perform primary functions. Such driving

2 forces are small in comparison to those with pump

3 systems that we use in the care and operation of power

4 plants.

5 The uncertainty now in the valves of such

6 driving forces as compared to a best estimate computer

7 code, thermal-hydraulic analysis, can be of a

8 comparable magnitude to the predicted values

9 themselves.

10 So when the thermal-hydraulic

11 uncertainties are concerned, some success accident

12 sequences may actually not be a success and lead to

13 core damage. So it would be converted from success to

14 core damage.

15 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Could you be a

16 little more specific? What kind of uncertainties?

17 MR. SALTOS: We are talking about decayed

18 heat, for example. That has a mean aloe, and if the

19 decayed heat is higher than what is assumed in the

20 best estimate that could make a big difference in the

21 thermal hydraulic analysis results about reaching the

22 core uncovery and in terms of 2200 degrees.

23 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And it is not

24 related to what you say there, passive systems rely on

25 small driving forces?
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1 MR. SALTOS: Yes, they are talking about

2 all the thermal hydraulic parameters in the plant, and

3 parameters that go into the thermal hydraulic

4 analysis.

5 So for some accident sequences with

6 frequency are high enough to impact the results, but

7 which are not predicted by best estimate thermal

8 hydraulic analysis code to result in failure, in core

9 damage, may actually lead to core damage where these

10 thermal hydraulic uncertainties are considered.

11 MEMBER LEITCH: Nicholas, presumably this

12 is an issue that has been raised in RAIs and responded

13 to, and --

14 MR. SALTOS: This is a different issue.

15 I am going to have in my next slide and say what

16 exactly it is.

17 MEMBER LEITCH: The current status of

18 this, okay.

19 MR. SALTOS: Okay. This issue was

20 addressed in the AP-600 PRA by the risk-based bounding

21 approach, which Westinghouse described also, which

22 uses conservative assumptions for key thermal

23 hydraulic paraments.

24 It involves the identification of lower

25 thermal-hydraulic margins, risk significant accident
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1 scenarios. When we talk about risk significant, we do

2 not mean that they are risk dominant or risk important

3 means.

4 We do not want them to cause core damage

5 because if we (inaudible), then the results would be

6 impacted, and therefore the inside would be impacted.

7 In that sense, we will call them risk significant.

8 So this process involved the

9 identification of low thermal hydraulic margins risk

10 significant accident scenarios, and then the use of

11 design basis accident computer codes like NOTRAM for

12 small LOCAs, for example, to bound the thermal

13 hydraulic uncertainty.

14 Such an approach relates to the impact of

15 the thermal hydraulic uncertainties, to changes in the

16 success criteria. The success criteria become or

17 demand more equipment to be available, and therefore

18 the risk would also change.

19 And when Westinghouse admitted the PRA,

20 they told us that no sequences beyond -- there were

21 not sequences beyond those that are defined in the AP-

22 600, are classified as low thermal hydraulic margin

23 risk significant on the grounds that the two designs

24 are similar.

25 And the staff requested the use of a
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1 systematic approach and/or additional analyses, as was

2 done for AP-600, to support this argument. And

3 Westinghouse submitted this approach that was

4 presented before about blowing out the event trees,

5 and basically what they do is what we consider as

6 success sequences.

7 Every success sequence can be a success

8 having one accumulator, or two accumulators, or one

9 CMT, or two CMTs, or taking credit for a passive RHR,

10 or not taking credit for a massive RHR based on the

11 best estimate of thermal hydraulic codes.

12 Now what they did is that looking at some

13 minimum availability system sequences. For example,

14 one accumulator or no accumulators, and that is one

15 key to success, and they do those calculations with

16 a more conservative design basis accident analysis

17 code, and this bounds (inaudible) flow rates, and

18 (inaudible) and other initial parameters.

19 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So when you say the

20 staff requested the use of a systematic approach, is

21 that go beyond what was just presented to us, or is

22 that --

23 MR. SALTOS: With that system analysis.

24 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So what you are not

25 asking for is additional analysis.
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1 MR. SALTOS: Well, no, we are asking for

2 the systematic approach, and we review that, and if we

3 agree with that, we are not going to ask for anything

4 else. But we are still reviewing that.

5 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But when you say

6 additional, it is not additional to what was presented

7 to us.

8 MR. SALTOS: No. This RAI went to them

9 before.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, that should

11 be clarified. Okay.

12 MR. SALTOS: The staff believed at the

13 time that the difference in the thermal hydraulic

14 parameters, et cetera, can affect plant response for

15 PRA scenarios involving multiple failures, and

16 potential system interactions.

17 And in addition, whenever the PRA changes

18 for examining event frequencies and success criteria

19 couldn't have changed the risk significance of the

20 sequence. It would have changed the frequency that

21 they calculated to determine if the sequence was risk

22 significant or not.

23 And Westinghouse submitted a systemic

24 approach that we requested and it is under staff

25 review. Another issue is that in the AP-600 PRA at-
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1 power fire CDF is the dominant contributor to the at-

2 power fire CDF by fire-induced spurious actuation of

3 ADS explosive valves, which lead to a medium LOCA.

4 And 85 percent of the CDF comes from

5 spurious actuation of ADS explosive valves. In AP-

6 600, the significant uncertainty in hot short

7 probability was addressed by sensitivity studies and

8 design certification requirements.

9 And what the requirements are that are

10 shown below are use controller circuit requiring

11 multiple shorts of actuation; and routing ADS cables

12 in low voltage cable trays and using redundant series

13 controllers located in separate cabinets.

14 And provisions for operator action to

15 remove power from the fire zone. This would have the

16 degree of probability of having multiple shorts and

17 therefore have spurious ADS squib valve actuation.

18 What was not considered then was that one

19 hot short may not always be independent events, and

20 that cable-to-cable interactions cannot be excluded.

21 In the AP-600 certification, it was assumed that this

22 hot shorts in two different cables wold be independent

23 and would not cause the other.

24 However, the staff since the AP-600

25 certification, have conducted studies in SANDIA and
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1 EPRI, which indicate that spurious actuations from

2 cable-to-cable interactions, conductors from separate

3 cables could come into close proximity to each other,

4 are credible and likely for some cable types.

5 So the NRC asked Westinghouse and is

6 working with Westinghouse on that, to see if the ADS

7 cables are routed in the same cable tray, or a common

8 enclosure, and analyze the effect of cable-to-cable

9 interactions, and/or assess the need for additional

10 design features, beyond AP-600, to prevent fire-

11 induced detonation of explosive valves.

12 And the staff is interacting with

13 Westinghouse to resolve this is.

14 MEMBER ROSEN: Now why if this is an issue

15 on AP-1000 is it not an issue on AP-600?

16 MR. SALTOS: Because at the time we did

17 not have those studies from SANDIA.

18 MEMBER ROSEN: I understand that, but --

19 MR. SALTOS: Well, I think that is it.

20 More information since then.

21 MEMBER ROSEN: Well, now that you have the

22 information isn't there some way to reflect it in AP-

23 600?

24 MR. SALTOS: If we find out that this is

25 important, we should.
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1 MEMBER ROSEN: Yes, it seems like. The

2 staff has to make some sort of special findings, I

3 think.

4 MR. BURKHARDT: It potentially could be

5 any number of issues that could cause us to revisit

6 the design that is already certified, including the

7 AP-600. One of the things that I am sure that we

8 would do is assess the safety significance of that

9 issue, and the likelihood of someone actually

10 referencing a design.

11 I mean, the practicality, we have to deal

12 with the human resource issue about these evaluations,

13 and again consistent with this risk significance of

14 the issue, we would deal with that. Another way to do

15 that is just as you referred to.

16 MR. SALTOS: We might have some additional

17 requirements about routing of cables, for example.,

18 MEMBER ROSEN: Well, since AP-600 and AP-

19 1000 are not plant sized and built, if it is a

20 backf it, it is a backf it of a design, and not of a

21 facility that is out there operating.

22 MEMBER LEITCH: This fire induced

23 operation is assumed to occur on one ADS valve?

24 MR. SALTOS: Well, if one ADS valve opens,

25 you have a medium LOCA. If more than one, you have a
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1 large LOCA. But it is less likely to happen in two

2 than one. The concern is for one based on frequency.

3 MEMBER LEITCH: Is there not a location

4 such that a fire could cause all four valves to open?

5 MR. SALTOS: For the AP-600, based on

6 (inaudible) cable interaction, or in other words, one

7 short per cable causes a short in the next cable,

8 which would be a multiple hot short, and would

9 spuriously open the valve.

10 MEMBER LEITCH: But isn't there some point

11 back in the circuit where there is a common signal?

12 MR. SALTOS: Well, that is why we have

13 these requirements that I talked about here, that they

14 are trying to prevent that. If the cables are routed

15 that way, and the plant is built according to these

16 requirements, that would not be very likely.

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So you can't have

18 a hot short or a series of hot shorts that create a

19 large LOCA. Is that what you are saying, or are you

20 making the condition being in a different phase?

21 MR. SALTOS: Yes.

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Yes what

23 MR. SALTOS: Well, in terms of frequency,

24 it will be much more and you would have to have many

25 hot shorts.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Even if the cable

2 is on the same tray?

3 MR. SALTOS: Well --

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: I mean, you just

5 mentioned common cause failure.

6 MR. SALTOS: At the time, we didn't

7 consider that if a (inaudible), and has another one

8 next to it, we would consider that the hot shorts in

9 those two cables would be dependent. So the

10 probability that one would fail, the probability of

11 the other failing, they don't have any common cause.

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But now you

13 consider that --

14 MR. SALTOS: It is now time to figure that

15 out.

16 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And that can lead

17 to the opening of one valve, and I think that is the

18 question from Mr. Leitch.

19 MR. SALTOS: Yes.

20 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And the question is

21 __

22 MR. SALTOS: That you have more than two

23 hot shorts.

24 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You have to have 3

25 or 4?
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1 MR. SALTOS: Yes, 3 or 4.

2 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And you declare

3 those as very unlikely?

4 MEMBER LEITCH: I am not concerned about

5 multiple hot shorts. What I am concerned about is

6 there a location where one could postulate a hot short

7 that would open all the valves?

8 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: A single hot short?

9 MEMBER LEITCH: A single hot short. I am

10 picturing that at some point the circuit must be

11 common to all four valves, and then you have got a

12 cable going out to each and every valve, but at some

13 point I would think that there is a commonality there.

14 Is that not the case?

15 MR. CUMMINS: Maybe I can help. The ADS

16 valves, each are in two pairs, and one pair that we

17 have four actuation divisions. So one pair is

18 actuated by both A and C actuation divisions; and the

19 other pair is actuated by B and both B and D actuation

20 divisions.

21 So the two valves are in one steam

22 generator compartment, and the other two valves are in

23 the other steam generator compartment. I don't know

24 absolutely the answer to your question, but I would

25 believe that it might be possible to actuate two of
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1 them, but it is not possible to actuate four of them.

2 MEMBER LEITCH: Okay. Thank you.

3 MR. SALTOS: The other outstanding issue

4 is certification requirements. As I said before, an

5 important objective of the AP-1000 PRA review is to

6 use PRA results and insights to identify certification

7 requirements.

8 And this is done by identifying important

9 safety insights, related to design features and

10 assumptions made in the PRA, and use such insights to

11 support certification requirements, such as ITAACs,

12 TS, D-RAP, and COL action items.

13 And to support the process used to

14 determine appropriate regulatory treatment of non-

15 safety systems. The identification of certification

16 requirements requires integrated input from

17 uncertainty, importance, and sensitivity studies.

18 And based on that we, we performed

19 sensitivity studies to see how important is the issue,

20 and do an importance analysis also to identify the

21 importance of the issues.

22 And based on all this integrated results

23 from this important sensitivity analysis, we decided

24 what kind of certification requirements are important

25 that we will to at future plants that we will have to
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1 achieve.

2 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Were you here this

3 morning when we discussed the PRA?

4 MR. SALTOS: Partly.

5 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Were you here when

6 we discussed the issue of common cause failures?

7 MR. SALTOS: Yes, I was.

8 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: So that could be

9 one of those?

10 MR. SALTOS: Yes. Yes. The common cause

11 failures, you cannot do a PRA basically if you do not

12 use common cause failures. You have to start with

13 some number.

14 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: The issue was can

15 you do a common cause failure analysis on a generic

16 basis.

17 MR. SALTOS: We do a generic basis, yes.

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And are you saying

19 a requirement is that when you do the plant specific

20 PRA to pay particular attention to it?

21 MR. SALTOS: Yes, you have to have a

22 starting point. If they build the plant at the

23 beginning, you have no information, plant specific

24 information, and the staff will start with this.

25 So the safety for the human reliability
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1 analysis that you talked about, we did sensitivity

2 analysis and taking actually all the -- assuming that

3 the operator would not do anything, and the risk

4 increased, but it didn't increase that much like the

5 operator in the plants.

6 The other sensitivity analysis we did was

7 that we increased the operator and error

8 probabilities, the human error probabilities, by a

9 certain factor, and we saw that it didn't make much

10 different; or if it did make any difference, that was

11 part of our integrated process of defining sites and

12 requirements for the design, like training procedures

13 or whatever would be necessary.

14 Although I don't think that for AP-600 and

15 also for AP-1000 that human errors are not as

16 important as operating (inaudible).

17 MEMBER KRESS: As I recall, they assumed

18 that the operator wouldn't do any of its required

19 actions, CDF increased by a factor of 60.

20 MR. SALTOS: Something like that.

21 MEMBER KRESS: How do you decide whether

22 that is okay, or that is --

23 MR. SALTOS: Well, it is not okay. It is

24 an insight, and it tells you that this design does not

25 rely on operator accidents as much as operating
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1 accidents.

2 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But this is based

3 on the operator actions that have already been

4 identified.

5 MR. SALTOS: Yes.

6 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Have you looked for

7 possibilities of errors of commission?

8 MR. SALTOS: Well, I guess that was a long

9 time ago, and we based this review on AP-600, and we

10 didn't look for additional, unless it was due to some

11 differences in the design.

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But now we come

13 back to your earlier point that now we may have new

14 information.

15 MR. SALTOS: Well, I don't think we have

16 any new information that would change the results.

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: There are NEUREGs

18 where your colleagues on the staff compiled errors of

19 commission in operating reactors. Wouldn't it be

20 worthwhile to look at some of those and look at the

21 general conclusions that your colleagues reached and

22 see whether any of that would be applicable here?

23 Because, you know, I understand and

24 appreciate raising the probabilities to one of

25 identified human errors, but that would also be an
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1 additional investigation that would give us this warm

2 feeling that these are better machines.

3 I mean, the NEUREGs exist and they have

4 executive summaries, too, if you don't want to read

5 the whole thing, and they say this is what has

6 happened the last 15 years for such and such a reason.

7 And with a focus being on the NRC

8 Commission, and that is part of the ATHENA effort, and

9 the Office of Research.

10 MR. SALTOS: We considered some errors of

11 commission at the time, but --

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: On the AP-600?

13 MR. SALTOS: Yes, I am talking about the

14 AP-600. But that involves the way of going against

15 the procedures, and doing something that you are not

16 supposed to do. It is not very easy to quantify

17 probability anyway.

18 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And the rest of it

19 is? Come on. You are talking about passive systems,

20 and you are talking about all sorts of things here.

21 And you can do a qualitative analysis.

22 MR. SALTOS: Yes.

23 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Like over there, I

24 think one of the errors is throttling the high

25 pressure injection system, and here can that happen?
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1 Could they be asked to intervene and do that? I think

2 that this kind of qualitative analysis would be

3 useful.

4 MR. SALTOS: I think we did some of that

5 for --

6 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You don't have to

7 tell me that you have done it. Do you agree to do it?

8 MR. SALTOS: We asked for that, and we did

9 not -- we don't find any mechanism that the operators

10 would so something, and it was very likely to do

11 something that would pose --

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But people are very

13 creative and that is what I am saying. If you go back

14 to the actual experience, you might see something

15 where you say, gee, I didn't think of that, but it

16 can't happen here because.

17 MEMBER KRESS: Is it the fact that they

18 are only considering one operator in the control room

19 change your perception of what the human error

20 probability might be, rather than having a team of 2

21 or 3 operators? Is one person more likely to have a

22 human error than if you have a team looking at the

23 thing?

24 MR. SALTOS: Sure. Absolutely. It could

25 make some change, of course, but I think that was
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1 included in the methodologies that were used to assess

2 the human error probabilities.

3 MEMBER SIEBER: When we say one operator,

4 that sort of misleading. There is an operator, but

5 there is also a licensed supervisor.

6 MR. SALTOS: Yes.

7 MEMBER SIEBER: And the licensed

8 supervisor is telling the operator what to do, and so

9 the interchange between the two has a tendency to

10 reduce the human error.

11 MEMBER KRESS: Or increase it. I mean, I

12 am going to do what my supervisor tells me, whether I

13 think it is right or not.

14 MEMBER ROSEN: No, I don't think so.

15 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, you are a different

16 guy than me.

17 MR. SALTOS: But the important thing that

18 we found --

19 MR. CORLETTI: Nick, excuse me, this is

20 Mike Corletti from Westinghouse. On this subject of

21 human errors of commission, for AP-600, one of the

22 issues that was raised by the ACRS was to address

23 issues of adverse system interactions, and we prepared

24 a topical report on that, where we did the systematic

25 approach of system interactions. Included in that
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1 evaluation was a qualitative assessment of the effects

2 of human errors of commission, and as part of one of

3 the RAIs that we received for AP-1000 was to repeat

4 that systematic assessment, which we have included,

5 and we just submitted quite a bit of information, and

6 it probably has not been looked at yet.

7 But we have gone through that same -- it

8 is a qualitative assessment of human errors of

9 commission for AP-1000.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, that is all

11 that I am asking for.

12 MR. SALTOS: That is part of the PRA

13 though.

14 MR. CORLETTI: It is no part of the PRA.

15 It is part of the adverse systems interaction and

16 evaluation. It is part of what we submitted.

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Yes, but you can go

18 to the PRA and if you judge that some of them are

19 credible, look at the LOCAs and ask yourself what

20 happened.

21 MR. CORLETTI: It was written by Selim,

22 and so it is part of our PRA, but it is not an

23 official part of the PRA as far as it was not

24 submitted with the PRA.

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, the staff
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1 could do that.

2 MR. SALTOS: Well, yes, we concentrated

3 our review to the differences, and this was not a

4 difference between the AP-600 and the AP-1000. We

5 have done some for AP-600, and that was seven years

6 ago. I don't remember the details.

7 But I don't remember coming up with some

8 scenario that would be very likely.

9 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And I agree. All

10 I am saying is that just in the fire case, you argued

11 that there is this additional information now that

12 came from EPRI and maybe there exists additional

13 information from the ATHENA project.

14 All you have to do is pick up the phone

15 and ask for the report, and look at them, and evaluate

16 it.

17 MR. SALTOS: The only difference is that

18 the spurious situation was a big issue for AP-600.

19 The human error probabilities and human error analysis

20 was not that important.

21 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And you may

22 conclude again that --

23 MR. SALTOS: We changed the human error

24 probability by a factor of 10, and it would make a

25 difference in the CDF by 11 to 50 (sic) percent or
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1 something.

2 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Again, it is the

3 errors that they have already identified and what I am

4 talking about is new errors.

5 MR. SALTOS: Okay. Yes.

6 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Are you saying that

7 you don't want to do it?

8 MR. SALTOS: No, no. We will look at that

9 in the future.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Very good. That is

11 all that I am asking. Why are we arguing here, just

12 because of the national origin? Thank you, Bill. You

13 pay attention, I see.

14 MEMBER SIEBER: I sure would like to go

15 back to the question of the ADS, because I don't

16 understand it.

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Of course.

18 MEMBER SIEBER: If I look at Westinghouse

19 slide 16, that is a schematic of sorts, and they chose

20 the ADS, and it seems to me that there is two valves

21 on each train, and two trains on each route; is that

22 correct?

23 MR. SALTOS: Yes.

24 MEMBER SIEBER: And then someplace else I

25 heard that it is a DC system that is ungrounded. So
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1 if you have a significant

2 hot short, with two valves in a series with different

3 control systems and an ungrounded DC system, I don't

4 know how you can get a single hot short and make that

5 train operate. Maybe somebody can explain that.

6 MR. CUMMINS: It is not related to the

7 ungrounded DC system. The valves are actuated with

8 the PMS, which is an AC system, which came from DC

9 power.

10 MEMBER SIEBER: Yes, but this is way back,

11 the PMS>

12 MR. CUMMINS: The PMS does the arming.

13 MEMBER SIEBER: That is the logic end of

14 it, right?

15 MR. CUMMINS: Right.

16 MEMBER SIEBER: And that is still DC and

17 the output of the PMS.

18 MR. CUMMINS: There is no DC. The PMS

19 runs on AC.

20 MEMBER SIEBER: Yes, the input.

21 MR. CUMMINS: The power to actuate the

22 squib valves comes from the AC power of PMS. In some

23 kind of charge capacitor comes conceptually way, and

24 then also closes a switch conceptually way, both with

25 AC power.
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1 MEMBER SIEBER: But these are all signal

2 strength, as opposed to tower strength?

3 MR. CUMMINS: Right.

4 MEMBER SIEBER: I mean, they are high on

5 (inaudible) and global recert.

6 MR. CUMMINS: Right.

7 MEMBER SIEBER: And they are physically

8 separated, right?

9 MR. CUMMINS: I believe that we agree with

10 elements of that, and I think we are still under

11 discussions with the staff as far as what are design

12 really is, and whether this is an issue. I think the

13 issues that have been raised in the industry reports

14 are related to these hot shorts to ground, which don't

15 really apply to this application.

16 MEMBER SIEBER: Well, maybe as a way to

17 help me out, we are going to talk about this stuff at

18 another meeting sometime, and maybe somebody can come

19 back after they have looked at the wiring, and look at

20 the physical locations, and explain to me how many

21 shorts you actually have to have to make these systems

22 operate. More than one.

23 MR. CUMMINS: That is what we would like

24 to do. We have experts in this and I think we believe

25 actually that it is essentially impossible to -- we
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are way lower in probabilities to do this, but let the

expert explain it to you, and not me.

MEMBER SIEBER: And I would like to

believe whatever the truth is, and I think you have to

look at the circuits and the spacial relationships.

MR. CUMMINS: Yes.

MEMBER SIEBER: Okay. You have answered

my question.

MR. SALTOS: There are several outstanding

issues that have the potential to either individually

or collectively to affect PRA results, and change

certification requirements. with respect to AP-600,

such as written requirements, for example. Examples

of such issues are initiating event frequency changes.

For example, for large LOCAs, we talked

about this this morning. The initiating event

frequency changed by a factor of 50 or so. Maybe it

is based on the NRC's contractor report, but I don't

think that it is the NRC's position.

And additionally it includes more

uncertainty, and uncertainty also has to be considered

in the decision making process. And the same thing

for the steam generator and tube router, and the PRHR-

TR, and while the tubes and the number of hidden areas

increased, the frequency decreased.
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1 Another issue is the late containment

2 failure modeling issue, which has to do with the

3 passive containment cooling, and if there is no water

4 cooling available, the success criteria for just air

5 cooling are not -- we are not sure that the

6 containment would survive and it is possible that

7 containment failure would occur, and how that would

8 impact core damage in the long term.

9 Westinghouse agrees with Us with

10 uncertainty as a sensitivity standard, and that the

11 core damage frequency would decrease by 29 percent.

12 Therefore, it is not big.

13 But on the other hand, for the (inaudible)

14 of non-safety system failure persists when we don't

15 credit the non-safety systems, this might be much

16 larger than 29 percent.

17 And another issue that we have been

18 discussing about is the common cause failure

19 probability of explosive squib valves, which I related

20 to safety injection line breaks, when one line is gone

21 and you have just one line.

22 The common cause failure probability was

23 calculated as 2 of 4 valves that are in the line that

24 is not available anymore, instead of 2 of 2. And this

25 makes quite a bit of difference in the results.
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1 And what I am saying here is that if you

2 combine the impact of all of this outstanding issues,

3 some results might change and some of the conclusions

4 could change regarding the certification requirements

5 with respect to AP-600, of course, and also of course

6 RTNSS.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: AP-1000.

8 MR. SALTOS: Well, we started with AP-600

9 and basically unless there is some difference because

10 of the design difference, and they impact the PRA

11 more, or the same, and we start with a list of

12 certification requirements that we have for AP-600,

13 and update that to reflect the changes, and the impact

14 on the PRA.

15 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Is it a true

16 perception of mine that you really are not dealing

17 with any show stoppers? You are dealing with it down

18 to the detail level, imposing additional requirements,

19 and this and that, but you don't have an issue that

20 might say, no, this is unacceptable, and you guys go

21 back to the design boards?

22 MR. SALTOS: Well, yes, that is my feeling

23 on this. Yes, I don't feel we have any, but we have

24 to do this to make sure that we might help some

25 important issue.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Absolutely. You

2 are doing your job, yes. Is that it?

3 MR. SALTOS: Yes, and we received a

4 response from Westinghouse on this issue and it is

5 under review, and we are working on this. This

6 concludes my presentation. Any other questions to me?

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Thank you very

8 much.

9 MR. BURKHARDT: This is Larry Burkhardt

10 again, and the next staff reviewer or presenter will

11 be Walt Jensen, discussing PRA success criteria.

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Who is Ms. Marie

13 Pohida?

14 MR. BURKHARDT: She is to my left. She

15 will be discussing shutdown PRA after Walt.

16 MR. JENSEN: I am Walt Jensen, and I work

17 in the Reactor Systems Branch of the NRR, and I have

18 been looking at the thermal hydraulic basis for the

19 PRA to see if things are to be a success.

20 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Let me say

21 something here.

22 MR. JENSEN: Sure.

23 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Were you here when

24 they made the presentation on the thermal hydraulic --

25 MR. JENSEN: Yes, I was here.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: We are trying to

2 save some time because we have an extra thing that we

3 have to take are of as a supplement. Would you please

4 not repeat things that we have had already and go

5 directly to what you feel are your important points.

6 You don't have to tell us again how they

7 did it,and so --

8 MR. JENSEN: No, I will not go into that.

9 I am going to go very fast if you don't mind.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

11 MR. JENSEN: I will move right along, and

12 as you said, we have had a lot of discussions about

13 the MAAP code, and we haven't -- we viewed the MAAP

14 code, but it has been accepted as a tool to use as a

15 scoping analysis.

16 Westinghouse benchmarked MAAP against

17 their licensing codes for AP-600, and the results were

18 about the same, but there were some differences in the

19 defined structure of the sequence and the timing of

20 when the systems actuate. But the overall conclusions

21 were about the same.

22 We requested justification that the AP-600

23 benchmark using MAAP are valid for AP-1000, and

24 Westinghouse promised to provide that to us. The

25 minimum success paths, and these are the low margin
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1 sense of equipment that Terry talked about, and a lot

2 of these were identified using MAAP and we think that

3 they should be benchmarked against the licensing

4 codes.

5 We asked for a sensitivity study for AP-

6 600, and Westinghouse instead chose to use the

7 bounding approach, and they used the same approach for

8 AP-1000.

9 MEMBER KRESS: Why did they use MAAP? Was

10 it because it runs so much faster than these licensing

11 codes that they can run a lot more data and less

12 failure?

13 MR. JENSEN: Yes, sir, I think it runs in

14 just a few minutes, where I know it takes RELAP, and

15 we have to run that all night to get the same

16 sequence. So you are going to run 500 sequences and

17 you would never get through using RELAP.

18 And we feel that all the limiting success

19 paths that it would identify with MAAPS, and it would

20 be verified with the licensing code. Westinghouse, of

21 course, feels that the ones that are of very low risk

22 are important for the PRA and don't need to be

23 (inaudible) with the licensing codes, and we are

24 reviewing the risk of the low margin. And we agree

25 with Westinghouse that they are indeed of low risk.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: It is interesting

2 that you do this for the thermal hydraulic analysis,

3 but not for other elements of the PRA.

4 MR. JENSEN: I can only speak for the

5 thermal hydraulics. I really don't know what is done

6 in the rest of the PRAs.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: It is a loaded and

8 unfair question and you handled it very well. You

9 say we have reviewed MAAP4, but they are doing it, and

10 Mr. Saltos just told us that we are using the PRA

11 insight, and sO is all of this allowed because PRAs

12 are not formally required by the regulations?

13 MR. BURKHARDT: It is formally required.

14 MR. JENSEN: Well, we have done some

15 review and it has been benchmarked against the

16 licensing codes, and we have a pretty good feel about

17 it. But we just would like to see the end states to

18 be verified by the licensing code.

19 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But there is a

20 slight conflict though, because the licensing codes

21 are currently conservative, and the PRA is supposed to

22 be at least, right?

23 MR. SALTOS: This is Nick Saltos. Let me

24 see if I can answer that. Because of this (inaudible)

25 and the magnitude of the uncertainties, not addressing
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1 and having the conservative success rate criteria is

2 the equivalent of having some addtional failures in

3 the PRA that would increase the CDF.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You are doing fine,

5 you know.

6 MR. SALTOS: Because some of them would be

7 much more significant in other areas, and the success

8 criteria in the PRA are a very important part of the

9 PRA, and if the success criteria is best estimate,

10 then basically you don't have a good PRA.

11 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But on the other

12 hand, here is this agency spending a few millions of

13 dollars developing the ATHENA methodology for human

14 error analysis, and they have convinced this committee

15 that there is such a thing as an error forcing

16 context, and that it could be very important. And how

17 we are about to certify a design, and we don't even

18 mention it that there is such a thing as an error

19 forcing context.

20 And I don't know. Are there any error

21 forcing contexts here? Was the NRC wasting its time

22 and money when it was sponsoring that major project

23 for years? I don't know. I mean, we seem to live in

24 parallel universes. I am not complaining, even though

25 it sounds like I am complaining.
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1 But I think this committee at some point -

2 - I am planting a seed now, Mr. Jensen. This

3 committee at some point has to face that problem. I

4 mean, the Office of Research is not a separate pipe

5 there that is empowered to add to the others, and the

6 real work doesn't require what they are doing.

7 I mean, for years now we have been hearing

8 about the error forcing context and I am perplexed.

9 Do we have any error forcing context here? I never

10 even heard the word. So let's go on.

11 MR. JENSEN: Well, perhaps we are hearing

12 a conservative PRA because of the bounding approach

13 that Westinghouse has taken.

14 MEMBER SHACK: Let me just say the large

15 break LOCA is treated by a best estimate code, right?

16 And the small break LOCAs are treated by an Appendix

17 K type code; is that correct?

18 MR. JENSEN: That's true. WCOBRA-TRAC for

19

20 MEMBER SHACK: And you would include your

21 uncertainties in your analysis reports?

22 MR. CORLETTI: Right.

23 MR. JENSEN: Okay. The purpose of this

24 slide is to say we have benchmarked some of the

25 NOTRUMP PRA calculations, and PRA bounding
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1 calculations with RELAP, and these had numerous

2 failures and which resulted in some (inaudible) in the

3 second case, and for a fairly extended time, but

4 Westinghouse checked or calculated the peak cladding

5 temperature of around 1500 degrees, and we calculated

6 less.

7 But to me this shows the robustness of the

8 plant design for small break LOCAs, and that all these

9 failures can occur and still (inaudible).

10 And this is just a sample of a comparison between

11 RELAP and NOTRUMP.

12 Well, it is amazing, the same results.

13 This is just impressive, but the passive systems are

14 operating on about the same sequence, and the

15 controller is decreasing the pressure. So this is

16 very gratifying.

17 We did one comparison with MAAP, which is

18 not such a limiting scenario, and it only fails one

19 accumulator, and one of the four ADF4s, and it does

20 consume containment isolation failure, which it just

21 imposes the atmospheric pressure on the steam within

22 the reactor and so the ADF4 is effective in relieving

23 the steam from the reactor system.

24 Now, we don't get such a good comparison

25 with MAAP, and the MAAP calculation is a lot higher
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than RELAP, until all of a sudden ADS4 comes on

somewhat earlier than RELAP, and the pressure just

goes dropping like a stone as you see.

Again, ADS-4 actuates earlier than MAAP,

and a lot more flow of course puts the pressure higher

when ADF-4 does actuate. And the break flow is about

the same idea, but in MAAP undergoes sudden changes

between high and low, which I believe is simplifying

assumptions used in the code that switch the quality

from a two-phased mixture to a separated flow, and

that does it very abruptly in there.

So basically the conclusions from the

staff audit calculations are NOTRUMP and RELAP, you

get about the same answer, and they show predicted for

one case, and both codes predicted brief periods of

core uncovery, which were within acceptable limits.

MEMBER KRESS: So you are saying then that

RELAP results are in your mind a good representation

of the codes that they are going to use, so that your

comparison of RELAP and MAAP gives you some indication

what they might get when they do their comparison?

MR. JENSEN: I think so and when they

compare MAAP to NOTRUMP, they are going to get about

the same results that I get with RELAP, because RELAP

and NOTRUMP seem to be getting equivalent results.
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1 MR. JENSEN: And then we have reviews

2 still going on, and we have unresolved issues.

3 Westinghouse claims a failure with one of the ADS4,and

4 they can withstand containment isolation failure, and

5 still cool the core and long time cooling, and we have

6 asked for that to be verified.

7 This is one of the scenarios though, and

8 that i believe Westinghouse says is very low risk and

9 the risk is so low that it is inconsequential. So we

10 are working with that.

11 We are looking at the scenario where the

12 18 inch vent line opened in the containment, and the

13 containment is not isolated and a LOCA occurs, is

14 there still enough water contained within the

15 containment building to keep the core cool, and

16 Westinghouse analyzed that with MAAP.

17 Again, we would like that to be verified

18 with one of the licensing codes, like WGOTHIC, and we

19 are wondering about maybe some entrainment might occur

20 from a larger break and it might get carried out of

21 the open vent, and they are going to respond to that.

22 MEMBER KRESS: Where is the vent? Is it

23 physically in containment, or are you just postulating

24 any kind of event?

25 MR. JENSEN: I don't know. I don't know
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1 whether Westinghouse postulated that.

2 MEMBER SIEBER: Usually you can't get

3 entrainment unless you are pretty close to where the

4 surface is.

5 MR. CUMMINS: That is how we are going to

6 answer the question. It is assumed to be an HVAC

7 vent, the largest existing design penetration on the

8 containment.

9 MEMBER KRESS: ADS-4 discharges a sonic

10 velocity choke flow, and how does the containment

11 pressure influence this, in terms of whether it is

12 isolated or not?

13 MR. JENSEN: Well, at first there would be

14 choke flow, but then later the flow would become non-

15 choked.

16 MEMBER KRESS: But that would be way out

17 at the end of the thing wouldn't it?

18 MR. JENSEN: It is my understanding that

19 the reason --

20 MR. CORLETTI: It becomes unchoked below

21 a hundred psi as far as the reactor coolant system

22 pressure.

23 MEMBER KRESS: Well, that sequence is

24 over.

25 MR. CORLETTI: For large breaks, during
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1 the PCT for a large break, I think you are right, the

2 pressure is higher. For the key area that we were

3 thinking of, which was for small break, was at the

4 time of IRWST injection, and it isn't choked at that

5 point.

6 MR. CORLETTI: I don't think it takes very

7 long for pressure to get below a hundred psi once we

8 go to stage 4 ADS.

9 MEMBER KRESS: Yes, it comes out of there

10 pretty fast.

11 MR. JENSEN: Then Westinghouse has used

12 the AP-600 analysis to justify some of the success

13 paths, and we have asked that these be verified to be

14 applicable to AP-1000 and they are going to provide us

15 with that.

16 And then last of all, we are reviewing the

17 risk significance of the unbounded cases and the

18 expanding event trees to see if we agree with the

19 risk, and if it is success to have these low risk

20 paths to be unbounded by analysis with the licensing

21 codes. And that concludes my presentation.

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Good job.

23 MEMBER KRESS: Looking at the ADS4

24 results, compared to RELAP for a couple of these

25 cases, it looks like in my mind that the MAAP 4 is
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1 conservative from the standpoint of whether or not the

2 core gets uncovered, compared to RELAP, and would that

3 be your assessment?

4 MR. JENSEN: I don't know. Both of these

5 -

6 MEMBER KRESS: The pressure stays up

7 higher, for example, in this.

8 MR. JENSEN: The pressure was higher.

9 MEMBER KRESS: And to me that means that

10 you are getting less injection coming in and probably

11 less going out the relief valves. I don't know if

12 that means more coming out of the relief valves and

13 less injection coming in. That is what I would assume

14 that higher pressure does to you, which means that the

15 core is uncovering more.

16 But an auxiliary question to that is have

17 you looked at MAAP to see why it has this difference?

18 MR. JENSEN: No, sir, we have not reviewed

19 MAAP in detail. We haven't been funded to do the

20 review.

21 MEMBER KRESS: It would take a pretty big

22 effort wouldn't it?

23 MR. JENSEN: And I know that there are

24 some user functions in map that the user can tune the

25 results to get the appropriate answer, and I would
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suspect that Westinghouse is keying the MAAP input to

pretty much follow NOTRUMP as close as they can. So

this is why we sort of get the same answer with RELAP.

But there was no core uncovery in either

MAAP or RELAP, and so I can't really say which is the

more conservative, but as you say the pressure is

higher, but perhaps if there were more leak flow, and

I guess they did get about the same leak flow. It

looks like suddenly that maybe the quality switches,

and the voids are collapsed, and the liquid is coming

out of the break. I am not sure what it is doing.

MEMBER KRESS: Yes, I don't know what

causes those things. Does MAAP use the same critical

flow model that RELAP does?

MR. JENSEN: I don't know. Westinghouse

can pitch in.

MR. SCOBEL: This is Jim

Westinghouse. MAAP uses Henry Falsky

flow. I don't know what RELAP uses.

MR. JENSEN: Thank you, Jim.

Well, if there are no more questions,

Pohida will talk about --

MEMBER RANSOM: Mr. Chairman,

a question, but I do have a comment.

CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Sure.
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1 MEMBER RANSOM: It seems to me that there

2 is an awful lot of subjectivity in the selection of

3 cases that are used for bounding or checking for

4 whether or not damage would be expected in these

5 calculations between the, say, simplified methods and

6 the more detailed methods.

7 And there are enough cases and history

8 where subjectivity engineering judgment has been wrong

9 to make me at least a little bit nervous about that.

10 And I don't see why you wouldn't apply a statistical

11 approach to something like this in a sampling, and

12 there are very good methods for telling you how many

13 cases you actually have to check in order to achieve

14 a given confidence level in the result.

15 And that would it would seem to me to

16 provide a lot more tighter justification for whatever

17 reliability you want to place on such calculations.

18 Whereas, simply choosing a few and sampling may give

19 you a warm feeling, but it doesn't really to me at

20 least tell me where I am at in terms of reliability of

21 those results.

22 MR. SCHULZ: This is Terry Schulz,

23 Westinghouse. I don't think I understand what you

24 mean by subjectivity in choosing cases. I think that

25 I or at least I tried to show you a very systematic
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1 way that we selected the low margin risk important

2 cases, and that was not subject to engineering

3 judgment or sampling.

4 MEMBER RANSOM: I think a better way would

5 be to statically choose these cases, which gives you

6 a method then for providing a convincing argument on

7 what degree of reliability or confidence level you can

8 place on those.

9 MR. SCHULZ: We may be able to do that.

10 MEMBER RANSOM: To give you an example.

11 For example, when NASA fires a rocket, they will fire

12 it a few times and then measure the specific impulse

13 that they obtain, and from just a few samples, you can

14 actually get a randomly chosen -- this would be with

15 a solid (inaudible), and then with a high degree of

16 probability predict what the expected performance from

17 those additional ones would be. And they do use those

18 such approaches.

19 And I would think that you could do the

20 same thing here, unless you can by some other course,

21 if you never depressurize the system, and you would

22 never expect any 2-phased uncovery of the reactor

23 vessel, and you could rule out cases like that

24 presumably.

25 But if there are cases where you might
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1 suspect that there could be core uncovery, and yet you

2 want to use the simplified methods to explore a large

3 number of cases, then you should be able to

4 statistically sample that large number and benchmark

5 them I guess against your more detailed code, and then

6 tell a person to what degree of reliability you can

7 rule out a possibility of core damage as a result

8 (inaudible) --

9 MR. CUMMINS: Can I just clarify how we

10 selected? We selected as low margin every case where

11 MAAP predicted core uncovery. We didn't sample.

12 Every case where MAAP predicted core

13 uncovery, we put it in the low margin bin, and then we

14 tried to disposition that and either as significant to

15 the PRA or not significant to the PRA. And if it was

16 significant to the PRA, we used our DCD analysis

17 codes.

18 MS. POHIDA: Okay. As I was introduced

19 earlier, I am Marie Phida of the PRA group at NRR, and

20 I am the current reviewer of the AP-1000 shutdown PRA.

21 My review of the AP-1000 shutdown PRA is based on my

22 review of the AP-600 shutdown PRA.

23 I issued several RAIs and many of them

24 focused on changes from the AP-600 PRA to the AP-1000

25 PRA, and that includes common cause failure. the
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1 probabilities and the grouping of the high pressure

2 gravity injection squib valves, and the high pressure

3 recirculation squib valves.

4 They were put together as a single common

5 cause failure group. This failure is risk

6 significant, and appears in many of the dominant

7 sequences of the shutdown PRA.

8 Shutdown risks for the AP-1000 design as

9 you probably heard this morning is dominated by

10 failures of the normal R&S system or the failure of

11 the support systems during drain maintenance outages.

12 MEMBER KRESS: What CDF do you get from

13 shutdown?

14 MS. POHIDA: It was 1,23, 10 to the minus

15 7.

16 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: About 30 percent

17 then.

18 MS. POHIDA: And with the bulk of that, 60

19 percent of that, occurring during drain maintenance

20 operations. So because the path charged system is not

21 available, the first three stages of the ADS valves

22 are open, and what you have is if you were to have a

23 loss or interruption of the residual heat removal

24 system, or the R&S system, what you have left is

25 gravity injection.
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1 If it fails to go automatically, then the

2 operator can try to initiate injection manually

3 through the IRWST injection lines, or initiate

4 injection through the R&S suction valves, the R&S

5 lines.

6 Also, the RAI also focused on common cause

7 failure of the low pressure recirculation squib

8 valves, and once again since recirculation is

9 required, following a loss of the operating train of

10 (inaudible) during mid-loop operation, you need

11 successful gravity injection and recirculation.

12 My review also focused on shorter response

13 times for operator recovery actions, and these include

14 containment closure, and containment closure is

15 required to maintain long term cooling water

16 inventory.

17 And specifically we have reduced times to

18 boiling and it is now 17 minutes, and it was 17

19 minutes in the AP-600 design, and it is now 10 minutes

20 for AP-1000 design. The containment closure

21 capability is covered by the AP-1000 tech specs,

22 shutdown tech specs.

23 MEMBER ROSEN: How do they have a

24 containment open? Do they have the equipment hatch

25 open during mid-loop operations? What are you
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1 assuming?

2 MS. POHIDA: I can't remember if I assumed

3 that analysis, but that is also part of my RAIs, is

4 basically how did you arrive at your containment

5 failure closure probabilities, okay? So that is still

6 part of my review.

7 MR. CORLETTI: If I could, I could address

8 it. Our tech specs are to the opening of the

9 equipment hatch to a time to boiling based on the

10 amount of decayed heat that would be in the core.

11 So that for periods of time where the time

12 for boiling would be rather short, the containment

13 equipment hatch would have to be in place and would

14 not be allowed to be open.

15 And that takes into account the decayed

16 heat level and the inventory, and the water if it is

17 a mid-loop operation.

18 MEMBER ROSEN: But operating practices say

19 that you don't open the containment hatch while you

20 are at reduced inventory.

21 MR. CORLETTI: That's right, and if you

22 apply that criteria that would be the outcome for AP-

23 1000. But it is based on a criteria with low -- say

24 after a long refueling, and you were coming back up,

25 and you wanted to go to bin loop, and you didn't have
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1 a lot of stored energy, it would take a long time for

2 boiling.

3 And the equipment hatch would be allowed

4 to be opened.

5 MEMBER ROSEN: Back-end mid-loops.

6 MR. CORLETTI: Yes.

7 MEMBER ROSEN: But these days back-end

8 mid-loops occur -- the average durations are getting

9 so short, and I don't want to go to AP-1000, but on

10 current plants, the difference between back-end and

11 front-end is 20 days.

12 MR. CORLETTI: And really the way that the

13 tech spec is set up is that you have to ensure that

14 you would have adequate time to close containment

15 before you would have steaming. So if the timing is

16 such that you cannot show adequate time, you would not

17 be able to have the equipment hatch open.

18 MS. POHIDA: Okay. Well, this whole

19 containment closure issue still is under review there,

20 because it also impacts -- what about release, and in

21 the event of a severe accident at shutdown, and you

22 were for some reason unable to close your containment,

23 what is your source term, and what is your release

24 frequency if you will.

25 So that is still under review, that whole
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1 area, okay? The shorter response times also impact

2 gravity injection, manual gravity injection. To me

3 this issue is secondary to the primary issue, which is

4 containment closure, because the low shutdown risk

5 estimates that are reported in the AP-1000 PRA stem

6 from the fact that you have automatic injection, which

7 is much different that we currently have at operating

8 plants.

9 Once you have low level in the hot leg,

10 your ADS4 valves open up, and you have automatic

11 injection from the IRWST. We also asked some

12 additional questions and one was trash control during

13 shutdown, and once again recirculation required to

14 maintain a long term cooling water inventory, and we

15 wanted to make sure that trash was controlled so that

16 the common cause failure estimates for the sump

17 strainers plugging up made sense.

18 There wasn't a shutdown fire or flood risk

19 assessment that was provided to the staff and once

20 again our concern is that during shutdown you have a

21 lot of people moving around the plant, and you may

22 have fire barriers that are breached or open while

23 people are performing maintenance or testing.

24 So that is another area of our focus, and

25 what I would like to say is that we have not seen any
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1 show stoppers as of yet, but we are still have not

2 completed our review and that ends my discussion.

3 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Did you also raise

4 all the human error probabilities to one to see what

5 happens to the core damage frequency?

6 MS. POHIDA: Okay. I am trying to think.

7 With the AP-1000 design, Westinghouse didn't report

8 any importance analyses. Now, based on the results of

9 the AP-600 importance analyses, there was not a

10 tremendous change in CDF.

11 There was not a lot of liability

12 associated with the automatic gravity injection.

13 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: How about a larger

14 release frequency? The containment closure issue.

15 MS. POHIDA: The containment closure

16 issue?

17 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: They never close

18 it. What happens? I wonder whether the same

19 sensitivity analysis that was done for level one power

20 would show that even if all the humans make mistakes

21 all the time, still the core damage frequency is low

22 and the LERF is slow, and that applies to low power

23 and shutdown operations.

24 Maybe you want to think about it. You

25 don't have to answer now, but that is certainly
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1 something that I would be interested in knowing.

2 MS. POHIDA: Well, that's why I am

3 bringing it up on the slide, because of that tech

4 spec, which is supposed to say that you are not going

5 to open anything up unless you can get it closed

6 before the RCF begins to boil, no release frequencies

7 for shutdown were reported.

8 And I agree with you that during my review

9 that I need to make sure that that still makes sense,

10 in light of that now the boiling takes 10 minutes. It

11 is almost half of what it was in the AP-600 design.

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay.

13 MS. POHIDA: And that's it.

14 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Any other comments

15 to Marie?

16 MR. CUMMINS: I am not sure we quite

17 understand the containment closure. If it took --

18 let's say it takes an hour to close an equipment

19 hatch, what the tech spec says is that -- and let's

20 say it takes us as she said 10 minutes to get to

21 boiling, you cannot open the equipment hatch until it

22 takes an hour to get to boiling if it takes an hour to

23 close the equipment hatch.

24 So you have to sort of measure your

25 decayed heat, or calculate your decayed heat, and you
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1 can only open the equipment hatch at mid-loop if the

2 time to boiling is longer than the time to close the

3 containment. So in this case the time is protected by

4 the tech spec, and I suppose you could still argue or

5 we could always ask what happens if the operator fails

6 to follow the tech specs.

7 And that is sort of beyond what we

8 normally do in the PRA. We assume tech specs, I

9 think.

10 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Well, you have a

11 certain period of time and you are asking what is the

12 probability that they will actually do it in that

13 period of time.

14 And I am a little concerned about all

15 these sensitivity studies that are so extreme. They

16 work here and so we advertise them as look, we found

17 the problem. We set all the human error probabilities

18 to one and nothing happens. That creates a precedent,

19 and what if something does happen and you do that to

20 low power shutdown.

21 And then you back away from it, right?

22 And you say, well, that was too much. I will do

23 something else. And that makes me a little

24 uncomfortable with the whole thing.

25 MS. POHIDA: Well, those importance
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1 analyses that I was referring to for the AP-600

2 design, that didn't cover containment closure. That

3 only covered the level one portion of the analysis.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Anyone, you are

5 reviewing AP-1000.

6 MS. POHIDA: Yes.

7 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And your final

8 determination will not be I hope that this design is

9 as good or better than AP-600. I mean, it would be an

10 absolute determination won't it?

11 MS. POHIDA: Yes.

12 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: You are using AP-

13 600 for convenience, but it will be an absolute

14 determination.

15 MR. BURKHARDT: That's correct. It will

16 be a stand alone evaluation based on the AP-1000

17 design. We may discuss some differences to the AP-

18 600, but the evaluation will based on the AP-1000

19 design.

20 MS. POHIDA: And the insights that we

21 generate will be based on the AP-1000.

22 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Okay. Any more

23 comments from the members? Any questions for Marie?

24 MR. CORLETTI: No, I don't have comments

25 for Marie right now.
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1 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: From the NRC staff?

2 No. Thank you very much.

3 MS. POHIDA: Thank you.

4 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And how it is back

5 to you.

6 MR. CORLETTI: I think we can wrap up

7 today's meeting. I don't think that they are that

8 crucial, but I have some slides.

9 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: How many do you

10 have?

11 MR. CORLETTI: Three, but I think I will

12 just wrap this up in five minutes. I think just in

13 the next several slides really characterize the areas

14 that the RAIs covered, and the RAIs related to the

15 PRA.

16 And just to clarify with our answers, we

17 did make changes to the PRA that we submitted with the

18 RAI responses, and we collected those changes to

19 incorporate them all into the PRA.

20 We expect to be able to submit the PRA

21 with those revisions by the end of this month, the end

22 of January. I think we have listened to the staff and

23 the issues that were characterized I think all are in

24 progress.

25 And I think we are working with them to
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1 resolve those. I think what I have heard from this

2 committee in regards to additional information that

3 you might want to hear, or we want to hear, is on the

4 ADS valve, and to me it sounds like we want to hear

5 about the valves, the developed design features, and

6 how it works.

7 And also the issue of the control and how

8 the power to valve, and how we have attributed

9 spurious actuation hot shorts, and I think we could

10 handle that in the plant meeting later.

11 MEMBER ROSEN: But also on the valve, and

12 not just how it works, and the design, and the

13 likelihood of stress corrosion cracking of the seam,

14 and other issues of vulnerability of materials, and

15 what the reliability numbers for the valve.

16 MR. CORLETTI: And the basis for those.

17 MEMBER ROSEN: And the basis for those.

18 MEMBER SIEBER: And how to get explosives

19 past the security guard.

20 MR. CORLETTI: I guess I would then like

21 to open it back up to you. Is there additional items

22 that you have heard today that you think rise to that

23 same level that you need more information? Otherwise,

24 I don't think I have anything else at this time.

25 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: But you are not
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1 ignoring the other minor points that we made. I mean,

2 you just pointed out what you think are the most

3 important.

4 MR. CORLETTI: Right. No, of course not.

5 MEMBER KRESS: On the squib valves, you

6 mentioned that there was smaller squib valves like

7 this out there in plants?

8 MR. CORLETTI: Right.

9 MEMBER KRESS: Has there been any

10 experience on them being in place for a number of

11 years, like 10 or so and then people taking them and

12 testing them afterwards to see if they work?

13 MR. CORLETTI: Well, as a matter of fact,

14 that is what the in-service testing requirements for

15 squib valves that are in operating nuclear plants.

16 MEMBER KRESS: Yes, but that only goes to

17 the point of they never shoot people with a bullet.

18 MR. CORLETTI: They test the charge.

19 MEMBER KRESS: Yes. And I worried about

20 the charge deteriorating over time, for example.

21 MR. CORLETTI: Yes, they test the charge

22 every -- it is in accordance with the ASME. Periodic

23 testing, Terry, just like some percentage.

24 MEMBER LEITCH: They are in BWRs, and the

25 same bi-liquid control systems, and which are fairly
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1 small. I would say they are on the order of one inch

2 valves, ambient temperature, and as I recall the

3 charge has to be replaced once per refueling outage,

4 but what you do is you test and get a batch of

5 charges, and you test a sampling of that batch, and if

6 the sample works okay, then it implies that the charge

7 is okay, and you use that particular

8 charge.

9 MEMBER KRESS: They have been stored at

10 room temperature though.

11 MEMBER LEITCH: Yes, in storage at room

12 temperature.

13 MR. SCHULZ: This is Terry Schulz. ASME

14 has specific requirements for in-service testing of

15 squib valves, and I am not sure I remember the exact

16 frequency, but for our ADS squib valves, we do not

17 have to replace the charge every refueling outage on

18 every valve.

19 MR. CORLETTI: It is a sampling.

20 MR. SCHULZ: So what we are doing is on a

21 sequencing basis, like one valve every refueling

22 outage, and then over a period of four refuelings, we

23 replace every one of the charges over 6 to 8 years.

24 And when we replace that charge, we take

25 the charge that was in the valve under the actual
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1 service conditions, and we go put it at a text fixture

2 and actually fire it.

3 MEMBER KRESS: Okay. That is what I was

4 interested in.

5 MR. SCHULZ: And that is in addition to

6 other controls that they have put on when they make

7 the charge material initially, and they do basic tests

8 there to make sure that it is okay before you put it

9 in, and then we do these post-service tests also.

10 MEMBER KRESS: What is the charge?

11 MR. SCHULZ: What material? I don't know.

12 MEMBER ROSEN: Well, my concern is more

13 than just that the charge goes off, is that the valve

14 works, and that it severs whatever, and locks over.

15 I mean, just having the charge work and operates

16 doesn't do you any good.

17 MR. CUMMINS: But we will cover this in

18 our next meeting.

19 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: It would really be

20 refreshing to have a realistic estimate of the

21 uncertainties in all of these things, and I am serious

22 now. A factor of six, I don't think is appropriate

23 here given all the judgments and so on, and this

24 revelation that they are mean values, because as I

25 read the report, it says here and there, and we are
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1 very uncertain about this thing and we put a factor of

2 10.

3 But given that your point estimate was a

4 mean value, what you are telling me is that you are

5 stretching the distribution on the low side. A factor

6 of 10 doesn't mean the same thing with what it meant

7 with the reactor safety standards, where You would go

8 10 up and 10 down. Now you are just pushing it all

9 the way down.

10 And you may say this is a calculation and

11 instead of 2 times 10 to the minus 7, you may find now

12 4 or 5 times 10 to the minus 7. But even with all

13 these uncertainties and judgments about common cause

14 failures of software and this and that, realistically

15 is it a factor of 10 or 12, up and down, or up, and

16 that is what I am interested in.

17 I mean, it would still give you below the

18 goals, but it would be nice to have some sort of -- I

19 mean, instead of using formal methods to propagate

20 uncertainties that are not important to begin with,

21 like failure rates, you have this realistic assessment

22 at the end.

23 MEMBER ROSEN: Could I have one more word?

24 CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Yes.

25 MEMBER ROSEN: Not on that subject, but
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1 going back to the reliability and squib valves. What

2 I am really trying to do is not to get you to do some

3 sort of academic exercise and come back with some

4 numbers that you can put up on the screen.

5 What I am really trying to do is get a

6 solid feeling of the reliability of this valve on

7 command that it will actually open, and that this is

8 a valve that has not been built yet.

9 And at some point it would seem to me that

10 it needs to be built and some component testing done

11 of it before we -- and if it was a valve out in the

12 periphery, sure, no. But it is at the very heard of

13 the safety analysis of this plant, and that is my

14 concern.

15 MEMBER SIEBER: There have been squib

16 valves used in applications other than this one.

17 MEMBER ROSEN: Well, at this temperature,

18 you know, and with these kinds of pressures, what I am

19 trying to get before I say I am wiling to say, gee, I

20 think this is great. I didn't sign off on AP-600, but

21 I am going to have to be part of the process on AP-

22 1000.

23 I want that warm comfortable feeling that

24 I have great confidence in this valve's ability to

25 function as designed.
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CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: Any other comments

from the members? Thank you, Mike.

MR. CORLETTI: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: And your colleagues

as well, and we will see you again tomorrow, right?

MR. CORLETTI: At 8:30.

CHAIRMAN APOSTOLAKIS: At 8:30.

MR. CORLETTI: Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 5:04 p.m., the meeting was

adjourned, to reconvene at 8:30 a.m., on Friday,

January 23, 2003.)
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ADS Stage 4 Squib Valve
*Controls

- Two stage "arm" I "fire" circuit prevents ROUTER AS>,

spurious opening TM",

- Three ignitors provided in each valve SM
,CT, A.-OR Nousrll-~au

- 2 wired to different PMS divisions 11;U, :
- 1 wired to DAS

- Auto opening (PMS) requires v

- Si signal (2/4) and ,-IMMI _
- CMT low 1 (2/4) signal and -

- CMT low 2 (2/4 signal and
- RCS pres < 1300 psig

- Manual opening requires
- PLS - 2 step switch & RCS < 1300 psig
- PMS - 2/2 dedicated switches SEW J V

- DAS - 2/2 dedicated switches W17t5m

( BNFL Slide 1 (OWestinghouse
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STATUS OF AP1000 SHUTDOWN PRA REVIEW

Marie Pohida
Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch (SPSB)

Division of Systems Safety and Analysis
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

January 23, 2003
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Based on Staff review of the AP600 Shutdown PRA, SPSB issued 9 RAls on the
AP1000 Shutdown PRA.

RAls focused on changes from AP600 PRA to AP1000 PRA

O Common cause failure of the high pressure Gravity Injection squib valves
and the high pressure recirculation squib valves

E Common cause failure of the two low pressure recirculation squib valves.

E Shorter response time for operator recovery actions including:

01 Containment Closure (required to maintain long term cooling water
inventory)

*. Manual Gravity Injection

SPSB asked additional RAls on:

O Trash Control during shutdown
U Shutdown Fire/Flood risk assessment

SPSB has not completed their review of the API 000 RAI responses.

Page 2 of 2
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NRC STAFF REVIEW OF API000 LEVEL I PRA
INTERNAL & EXTERNAL EVENTS AT POWER OPERATION

ACRS Subcommittee on Reliability and Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Januaiy 23, 2003

aq

Nicholas Saltos
NRR/DSSA/SPSB



AP1000 PRA REVIEW--- MAJOR OBJECTIVES

ENSURE PRA QUALITY COMMENSURATE WITH ITS INTENDED USE, SUCH AS

- Gain insights about the design

- Support the design and certification processes

* ENSURE PROPER INTERPRETATION AND USE OF PRA RESULTS FOR DECISION
MAKING IN THE CERTIFICA TION PROCESS, SUCH AS

- Identify design and/or operational changes to address weaknesses

- Identify "certification requirements," such as ITAACs

- Determine appropriate regulatory treatment of non-safety systems
(RTNSS)

- Determine the risk significance of raised issues
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AP1000 PRA REVIEW--- APPROACH

* RELIANCE ON SIMILARITY OFAP 000 TO AP600 CERTIFIED DESIGN TO REDUCE
REVIEWEFFORT

- Same system functions, spatial arrangements and capabilities
- The APJOOO PRA uses the AP600 PRA as the starting point.

* IDENTIFICA TION OF DESIGN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN API 000 AND AP600 HA VING
AN IMPACT ON PRA MODELS

- Major differences are due to the power uprate
- Several other minor but potentially significant differences
- Identification ofAPlOOO PRA areas for review

* IDENTIFICA TION OF ADDITIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AP] 000 AND AP600
PRAs THA TARE NOT DUE TO DESIGN DIFFERENCES

* FOCUS RE VIEW ON IMPACT OF CHANGES ON IMPOR TANT ISSUES IDENTIFIED
DURING THEAP600 PRA REVIEW



AP1000 PRA REVIEW -- LEVEL 1 PRA MAJOR ISSUES
(OPERA TION A T POWER)

- THERMAL-HYDRAULIC (T/H) UNCERTAINTY/SUCCESS CRITERIA

- FIRE-INDUCED SPURIOUS ACTUA TION OF ADS SQUIB VAL VES

- IDENTIFICATION OF "CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS," SUCH AS
ITAACs AND RTNSS

- Resulting from design differences with respect to AP600

- Could change according to the resolution of outstanding issues
I
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I
i
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API 000 PRA REVIEWW - TIH UNCERTAINTY

ISSUE DESCRIPTION

* Passive systems rely on small driving forces. The uncertainty in the values
of such driving forces can be of comparable magnitude to the predicted
values themselves. When T/H uncertainties are considered, "success "
accident sequences may actually lead to core damage

* This issue was addressed in the AP600 PRA by a risk-based bounding
approach which uses conservative assumptions for key T/Hparameters:

- Identification of "low T/H margin risk significant" accident scenarios

- Use of DBA computer codes to bound TIH uncertainty

* Such an approach relates the impact of T/H uncertainties to changes in
success criteria and, thus, to changes in risk



API 000 PRA REVIEW - - T/H UNCERTAINTY (continued)

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

* No sequences beyond those identifiedfor AP600 are classified as "low T/H
margin risk significant" on the grounds that the two designs are similar

* The staff requested the use of a systematic approach and/or additional
analyses, as was done for AP600, to support this argument:

- Differences in T/Hparameters (e.g., decay heat andflow rates) can
affect plant response for PRA scenarios involving multiple failures and
potential system interactions

- Several PRA changes (e.g., IE categories andfrequencies, and success
criteria) could have changed the risk significance of a sequence

STA TUS

a Response includes requested systematic approach (under staff review)
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AP1000 PRAREVIEW-FIRE-INDUCEDSPURIOUSACTUATIONS

ISSUE DESCRIPTIONAND RELATED AP600 BACKGROUND

AP600 at-powerfire CDF is dominated (85% or about 6.5E-7/yr) byfire-induced
spurious actuation ofADS explosive valves (EVs) leading to medium LOCA

* In AP600 the signifi cant uncertainty in "hot short" probability was addressed by a
sensitivity study and design certification requirements

a Design features that preventfire-induced detonation of EVs, such as

- Use controller circuit requiring multiple shorts for actuation

- Routing ADS cables in low voltage cable frays and using redundant series
controllers located in separate cabinets

- Provisions for operator action to remove power from the fire zone

* Information since AP600 certifi cation indicates that "hot shorts " may not always be
independent events and that cable-to-cable interactions cannot be excluded

a1; r



AP1000 PRA REVIEW -FIRE-INDUCED SPURIOUS ACTUATIONS
(continued)

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

* Hot shorts are assumed to be independent events in the APIJOO fire PRA and no
cable-to-cable interactions were considered

* Studies since AP600 certification (SANDIA, EPRI) indicate that spurious actuations
from cable-to-cable interactions (conductors from separate cables could come into
close proximity to each other) are credible and likely for some cable types

* IfADS cables are routed in same cable tray or a common enclosure:

- Analyze the effect of cable-to-cable interactions
- Assess needfor additional designfeatures, beyond AP600, to preventfire-

induced detonation of EVs

REVIEW STATUS: The staff is interacting with Westinghouse to resolve this issue
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AP1000 PRA REVIEW - CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

ISSUE DESCRIPTION

An important objective of the AP1000 PRA review is to use PRA results
and insights to identify "certification requirements"

E Identify important safety insights, related to design features and
assumptions made in the PRA, and use such insights to support
"certification requirements," such as ITAA Cs, TS, D-RAP and COL
action items

* Support the process used to determine appropriate regulatory
treatment of non-safety systems (RTNSS)

The identification of "certification requirements" requires integrated input
from uncertainty, importance and sensitivity studies



AP1000 PRA REVIEW-- CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS (continued)

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

* The staff requested information, similar to what was provided for AP600,
showing how PRA results and insights are used to identify "certification
requirements" as well as a list of the identified requirements

* Differences in "certification requirements" between AP1000 and AP600
result primarily from design differences

* Several outstanding issues have the potential, individually or collectively, to
affect PRA results and change "certification requirements" with respect to
AP600, such as RTNSS. Examples of such issues are:

o Initiating event frequency changes (e.g., LOCAs, SGTR, PRHR-TR)
o Late containment failure modeling issue
o Common cause failure probability of explosive (squib) valves

REVIEW STA TUS: Response under review
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NRC STAFF REVIEW OF THERMAI/HYDRAULIC BASIS FOR AP1000 PRA

ACRS Subcommittee on Reliability and Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Meeting January 23, 2003

Walton Jensen
NRR/DSSA/SRXB



Minimum equipment requirements to prevent CD identified by Westinghouse using MAAP4

* MAAP4 used for scoping analyses to identify the limiting events trees.

* MAAP4 has not been submitted for NRC staff review.

* MAAP4 was benchmarked against Westinghouse licensing codes for AP600.

* MAAP4 results differed from those of the licensing codes because of simplifying assumption in
MAAP4.

* Overall conclusions for core cooling were similar for AP600.

* Staff has requested justification that AP600 benchmarks using MAAP4 are valid for AP1 000.
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Minimum success paths (low margin) identified by MAAP4 are verified by bounding analyses
using licensing codes

* WCOBRAfTRAC - LBLOCA and LT Cooling

* NOTRUMP - SBLOCA

* WGOTHIC - Containment

Bounding analyses are performed by Westinghouse in lieu of uncertainty analyses for the T/H
parameters. Westinghouse used the same approach for AP600.

NRC staff believes all limiting success paths accepted as the basis for successful core cooling using
MAAP4 should be verified using licensing codes.

Westinghouse believes that only success paths with significant risk need to be verified.

Staff is reviewing the risk significance of the unbounded success paths to determine their effect on PRA
conclusions.



Staff Audit Calculations using RELAP5

Comparisons with NOTRUMP

* Uncertainty Case UCI 3.25 inch HLB assumes the following failures
- Both CMT > Manual ADS-4 actuation
- 1 of 2 accumulators
- All ADS-1,2,3
- 1of 2 IRWST line

* Uncertainty Case UC3 DEDVI assumes the following failures
- 1 of 2 CMTs > Automatic ADS-4 operation
- Both accumulators
- All ADS-1,2,3
- 1 of 4 ADS-4
- 1 of 2 IRWST Line
- Containment isolation failed *

* Analysis extended only to initial IRWST injection. Long term cooling was not investigated
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Staff Audit Calculations using RELAP5 (Cont.)

Comparison with MAAP4

* 3.50 inch HLB assuming the following failures
- 1 of 2 accumulators
- 1 of 4 ADS-4
- containment isolation failure

I
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AP1 000
MAAP-RELAP Comparison
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RELAP MAAP Comparison
3.5 Inch Hot Leg Break
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RELAP MAAP Comparison
3.5 Inch Hot Leg Break
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Audit Calculation Conclusions

* NOTRUMP and RELAP5 show the same general trends of reactor system response for the two
cases analyzed. Both codes predicted brief periods of core uncovery which were within
acceptable limits.

* MAAP4 and RELAP5 predicted different trends of pressure, break flow and ADS4 flow. Although
the results were different both codes predicted the core to remain covered and cooled for the case
analyzed.
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Examples of Unresolved issues

* PRA Appendix A Section A3.3.1 indicates success in long term cooling for 3 of 4 ADS4 and
Containment Failure. WCOBRA/TRAC analysis were done for 3 of 4 ADS4 without containment
failure and for 4 of 4 ADS4 with containment failure.

* PRA Section 6.3.1.5 indicates that sufficient water will be retained within the containment for long
term cooling even if containment isolation fails. This conclusion has not been verified.

* AP600 analyses have been utilized to justify many of the success paths for AP1000. These need
to be shown to be applicable for AP1000.

* NRC staff is reviewing the risk significance of the minimum success paths which Westinghouse
has not bounded by analyses using licensing codes. 4
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Design Certification Schedule I
Major Milestones
1. W Submits DCD Application rDCD I PRA) W2Sr

L S5 kas RAI Sl10R2

1 W Pov Responeo A RAI 12m2m

2. NRC Identlfy Potential DSER Open Nm. 2r1W

4. WAdd..s. Peftn.t DSER Open 11.. 4115M3

ILNRC Isues CSER 55613

W Goal 1.to Adm AS 0OPn om. Prior OD daumic at DSER

. ACRS Ful ConMdee & L? 712003

W OEDCTVE IS TO PROVIDE THE NRC IACRS WffH THE NECESSARY
INFORMATION SO THAT A FINAL SAFETY DEERMINATION ON AP000

CAN BE MADE IN 2403

* Provide a Thorough Presentation of AP1000 PRA
- Level 112/3

- Supporting TA4 Analyses for Level I
- Supporting Phenoraenolcal Studies for Level 2

* Address All ACRS Issues Related to PRA

_ b s O p C vii s m M . * s4 e
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ACRS Meetings
* Overview to Full Committee No.7, 202
* PRA Subcommittee Jan. 23/4 2003

* hyernaldryuuik Subtcommitte March 2003

- Safety Anatysis / Entrainment Issue
- Conrahnmer cooing

* AP11000Subcommitte, April20011

- Contairaienr structural design

- Materials
- Regulatory Treatment of Non-Safety Systems

- Shutdown Maintenance

* ACRS Full Committee Meeting June - July 2003

AP600 to AP1 000 Design Changes

te1m

Overview of AP1 000 Design

Tery Sdmk
Ad.-y Enti-

412-3745120- schezl-rtowesinbme.=as

* increase Core Lnglth & Number of Assemblies

* tncrease Sin of Key NSSS Components

- Increased height of Reactor Vessel

- Larger Steam Generators (similar to WICE SGs)

- Larger canned RCPs (variabe speed controller)

- Larger Pressurizer

* Increase Containment Heigit & Design Pressre

* Capacity Increases in Passiv Safety System Components

* Turbine Island Capacity increased for Pow Rating

Ies OrL .- J

Comparison of Selected Parameters

Parameter Doel WItTiune 3 AP600 AM0C00

NeotlectricOutp*,Wde 985 610 1117
Reactor Powr, MWt 2988 1933 3400
Hot Leg Temperatr. F 625 80 610
Nwnbr oFutAssembtie 157 145 157
Type of Fuel Atsembly 117x7 17xt7 117x
ActinsFuu Lergft 14 12 14
tinar Hoar Rating. kW.A SC2 4.1 5.71
CmRods/G ray Rods 52/0 45116 53/16
RNID., nchaes 157 157 157
Vessl flow (Therim DesWn 295,00 194.2D0 3D.000
Stem GeraorSurface Aea, 02 8t000 75,000 125.000
Pressurizer Vdbune Kt3 1400 1o 2100

Oakt a. mm O

AP1 000 Reactor Coolant Pump

| RetaIne Nuclear Island Footprint

API 000 Major Components
* Fuel. Interrals, Reactr Vessel

_ Sh t0 Oo t*, Tb W .J. Tewa

- hrmpod meao.b1 - 0 r We

- realm. rom W SG. h. qwo.1
- Sue om W/CE SGs hi opwann

* Reactor Coolant Pumpe
- Csned mola prerp

wa a nb " -- a

-Sam..M AP"
- Sw,* as APD

- Reok.. II~ 50%. sPWpt 80%
* Pressurizer

- 50% ag opera1ig Olftr

* Based on Field-Proven, Canned
Motor Pumps

1 1300 its hinservice
- 12-year mean tW between repair

N No saet sre

- Water tatcaled beow

- Corrit, higmoh rl lywhed
_ AP600 pp tessb p-

- F JdA* d __InA-d

- Seded~ h_

-W

G-0-I_

won A~g_._ -1. 9,- mt ,_._:: _..

-
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AP1 000 Approach to Safety AP1000 Passive Core Cooling System

* Passive Safety-Retated Systems
- Use pesse process only, no active puffs, desels.

- One *n Ma ewu Viavlves
- No upod sysemn W*ed Ob

- lNACpe.woA HweWAC,. C
- Greatly reduced dependency an opermlor actions
- Miigate design basis accidents WtM nonsalsty systems
- Meet NRC PRA moiety goals wMt use of nonsadety systems

* Active Nonsafety-Related Systems
- Reliably support normic operation

- RP idurd equ srr powsred by onsls deslss
- Mr"s dcalterges to passive salety systems
- Not reqired to miligate design basis accidents

* APO System -g t Retained
* Capacities Increased lo Accommodat

Higher Power (19tMW -34001W or 7S%)
- PRHR HX Capaciy Icreased 72#
- CUT Vodane A Flow hIacesed 25%
- ADS 4 Flow hIcred 53%
- RWST Injedlion hInesed 0%
- Centaiowt RutPc. INCreased 139%

* System Performance Maintained
- Nocore wcovery kr SBLOCA

_5 DVI b twook
_ orp ghw to PCT M.i

- No Operao acions reuired br SGTR

I OWsL. ee-- No, goolmoo.

e.
Passive Decay Heat Removal

V .

o PRHFR MX Desipg -
- 5ew urexIaIT- se -_ S . Pt.. qW I Volvo

LOCA Long Term Cooling

05,5. mD u *edhm j

AP1000 Passive Safety Injection

I'Mooive SouteS Nardt

* -a-M

4- AS

- ADS46

W.._

-Own.... .

-* _ a_1 d

_ _

OWL1 _Ms.eAV mu
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Passive Containment Cooling System
*PCS Water Storage Tank

_ - Provldee72tdrain
* -. I- At~nw Le acloe I r

Ai art so .. p_ rde failree
- Flow docents wit

- UGMeS e.rK""e
N / N .*PCSFiowRates

. | \ , - EhtliW Ireip reRiss Milan
:L = _Erodvaynnie d presn

- Later flowmath decy heat
Ka Added 3rd DIverse Drain Patth

- Adde PRA margrn
- TIN LlUhtakirgi cork coding

ewil water dhai

AP1000 Hydrogen Mitigation

,...
API 000 Safety Margins

Typical PlS A6 APIOOlO

-LoFlowMargghulo -I -% -16% -19%
DNBR Line,

-Fe e i. ,OF -170'F -140'F-ucao Margin
. SO Tbs Rqk. Operia scon oerator actioes Oprfewor *sat

requied hI 10 mh NOT requikd NOT req,*ed

.SsM LOCA 3LOCA r LOCA r LOCA
con Ua-er, No coe" NO wue
PCT-iSOtrF orwy wc

-Large LOCA PCT 2000- 2200F 16765F 2124F
(wilh uadehy

API 000 Active Nonsafety Systems

* Design Basie Accidents

- Slow long ersm buMup of H2
- Uses 2 fid size Passive PA*taac Reconbiwes inonsatety)

- No power r a*hebr ined

- Equet is non-salely based a NRC I industry actiies on rws-intmked
charges o 10 CFR 5044 lComilb" Gam Control)

* Sevre Accidents

- Rapid buildup o FH2
- Uses nor"sety Vvths distributed In peks arond contalnnent
- Release pats loom RCS enr sadinrtit H2 flanes located away from

conaihrnenrt wals
- IRWST vne. chreged to dischiofae H2 wy frieom swcetatenrt wall

* Active Monsatety System Functtona
- Reb su4pod nome operallmn
- Lnrdze chalenge o pase sabeqy systeme
_ Nrt equired ID nilgetl design basis
_ N reqired Is meal NRC saloly goat

* Active Nonsafety System Design Features
- Sirtt designs (ower crWrrne. Sparaton not requireM
- Redudarncy bir more probable ailures
- Autonmatic actlatlon with power from orase diesls

* Active Honeaet System EquIpment Design
- Reliable, eerenecead based. industrial gadt eqrumeht
- No-ASME, rno-selsmic. defire / eoodI wind protectior
- Avaiabely controled by procedures, no shutduwn reqtirementu

-

-

e, 001
API 000 Normal RHR System

-!- I I_

. i -

- ,, I :- --

J l I

- -

AP1000 I&C Systems

* Control System (PLS/DDS)
- PtarI ide nornE system or anl nomut rfisplays & controls
- Mciroprocessor / software besed, multiplexed communlcations

Safety System (PMS)
- Plant wide I E system for all safety displays a controls
- Microprocessor I software based, multplexed communications

* Diverse System (DAS)
- Umited sope nontI E system, PRA based displays & controls

- acks up iPUS where cornmon mode faile Is risk hmorant

- Different hardware & software than PMS, no muftiplexing
- Separate sensors lrom PMS and PLS

am ^_._ sJ AW.W.N.., *a- G-
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AP1000 Advanced Control Room

.

* comvect Control Room
- Dialene ts I Flgado OPrW NW Id likipw~l

• Dsplays
- PlftialuteIals W viawslipaNl 00. Mo WE)
- Daiadidsly via aimkafwIvibdgo ysiaya(0. me E)
- Samd wmhd *dNetOd dehy. osily (PAS. 1E) & *m.w OMA. son 1E)

* Conirob
* Soft cwonrkIDCS.iimn WE)

to N fun reia
. Smil Wiedor dodamd

adchm; Wall PMS. IE)8 -

dlrwse.DAS&imcn 1E) .,

• Advarnced MAlm Marmegetemmu
* Comnpular Based Precedures

PMS Reliability Features

* Redundant Trains
- 4 dsOpns ip y separatedwith Imroveed 11clatice (fiberk-OPt)

- Each with wn Independent baletay-badwd power supply
- 2 out d 4 bypass Icglc, 1811 Safe When appmrplate
- Different pl arameters provide hctiona diversity

* Extensive Verilkation and Validation
* Extensive Equipment Qualification

- Enviroivintalh, 9elsmic, EMC
* Improved In-Plant Tetng

- Buit-in ooninuous sellesti and marual periodck testIn
* West. Extensive Experience with Digital l&C Designs

- Operatig plant t4pgrades and plaints (Sizewellt Te-eli)

(MLt n -- -u

System Defense In Depth
4#ieoo

APl 000 System Reliability

~I
n/ = = =.

* APtO0O Provides Multiple Levels of Defense
- First feature b ually nonsa ty ve feature

- No. gely Irodusd grada O"-O"!
- One leature Is satety passive feature

- Provides salely ase fr KDC

- Hoe hefty neicear wade eqonut

- Obter pass features provide additional defene-nt-depth
- Example; passive feedbleed back up PRHR HX

- Available lor all alwldown condilons well as at power

- More Boeiy events have more levels of defense

IOmA -- - -' Oue_

Loss of Offsite Power

* am. n fl .S0

QUNN AMO

E BN_"

t~eoos

Loss Offsite Power, at Power
-1;;=' e

I=m _ - - -. -

… :: -

-a -- - -...

OWL NMUAiNMi INflU*0
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SG Tube Rupture

~I _.

ow *S_ i N 9.w.

elm

Mid-Loop Loss Power
.. T Ann..

(LJ1-.
!r [.- -

PRA Based Changes (AP600)

Small LOCA 1

-- ~I

Qua ~ ~ -" ww

API1000 PRA
* Westinghouse Uses PRA as Design & Licensing Tool

- 7 PRA major quantiflcations perlormed on AP600
- Firslt 1987.final hln997
- Extensive Interacton writ plrat desigaws
- Extensive NRC review / corneni

- AP1000 PRA quantified in 2001
- Started with AP600 models / ana"lysi

- Plant designers interact with risk analsi
- Results reviewed, iprpovemert made (more hi API00)

- PRA *n.ty rnrod .1rr.* TM wats.

- Plant Wasrtiragg procedn.

- RPl dwt

I own --- .a -

PRA Based Changes (AP600)

* Analysis Changes
- Accum or CMT sufficient lor smai I medium LOCA
- One accum sufficient bor large LOCA
- Mltip AMS valve failures acceptable

* Operation Changes
- Matually start RFNS alter ADS acluation
- Require erntainmnenr clsure capability during mid-iloop
- Require PXS features to be availabie duirig shutdowns

* Design Changes
- RNS alignment valves made remote
- 4th stage ADS valves made diverse from stages 1 2 3
- Added DAS functions
- Added redundant IRWST hection check valves
- Added redundant I diverse IRWST recirc vahes
- Made CMr check valves normally open. diverse from accum
- Provided logic for automatic SGTR protection idthut ADS

*eeIFI -ra. ownlt~arr -a ureia
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PRA Based Changes (AP1000)

* APlOOO Analysis Changes
- Intlating event reqimncy changes

- Larger SGs (mnore. ornger tbe)
- _cressed mwnber SG Ua velves
- Sqeraled qaspiA AS stage 4 and lrge C1 LOCA

- tI2d5 C W LMOd kw CAL LO * Inim, m*d W Ur 8p ADS 4
- PRHR YX operation needed ior MLOCA wthoul CMTs

- Pmolm operatorsufiient Ie for mrnral ADS
* AP1000 Operation Changes

- Contaiiment recirc MIOV normally open (n series with squib valve)
- Changed IRWST drain proceedue so it occurs earier In eore melt

- Added Tech Spec on DAS manual controls

PRA Based Changes (API 000)

* API000 Design Changes
- Iicreased voline and ieclion rate of CIdTs
- Added 3rd Passive Cont. Cooling drain valve, MOV riverse to AOV
- Incorporated low boron corn. bnproves ATWT
- RNS inction waler suply changed from iRWST to Cask Load Pi
- Improved NR heal transter via changes to RY insulation gap
- Improved H2 vents Iron NRWST to keep H2 flames away from cord.

_aii ~ ... - Q a-.
I (am~ m. - I

I teroc1

I I I

OJTV

OBJECTIVESI

AP1000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Sd. ieaiov
F tW M, Rsatolity md Ri Amem

412-374-593 -. smaltsveigbwexom

* The purpose of the API 000 PRA Is to provide
Inputs to the optimization of the AP1000 design and
to verity that the US NRC PRA safety goals have
been satisfied

* As In the AP600, the PRA Is being performed
Interactively with the design, analysis and
operating procedures.

I06 eWL 0- I

TCNASOE
TECHNICAL SCOPE

I . -.-- _

TECHNICAL SCOPE

* Since the configuration of the AP1000 reactor and
safety systems Is the same as the AP600, the AP600
PRA Is used as the basis of the AP1000 PRA with
relevant changes Implemented In the model to

reflet the AP1000 design changes

* AP1000 plant-specIfic T&)I analyses are performed
In order to determine the system success criteria

* The CDF end LRF are calculated for Internal events
at-power. The off-site dose risk analysis is *iso
performed. The external events and shutdown
models are also assessed to derive plant Insights

and plant risk conclusions.

_ ~sl m__ _ r

OWLe fh..m mA. U-, IBDW s__.X _c
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AP1 000 Large LOCA Event Tree

-~ -u

0| snn. * a..

VPOO

AP1000 System Failure Probabilities

* Fault Tree Models are used to calculate system failure
probabilities A Identity minimal cutsets

* All support systems are modeled in detail

* Component random failures, human errors, tests and
maintenance unavailabilities, and common cause are
modeled based on standard industry practice

OW a,_. - ,^

to.o

AP1 000 PiRA System Failure Probabilities

da .V'9-___.

_F-i' - -.- -j_

_ ._A .
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AP1000 PRA Dominant CDF Sequences
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AP I0OD PRA Dominant CDF Sequences

,w ankI --------
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e
Summary of Sensitivity Analysis Results

_ _ I _
I _ _ Ie _ s-@ _ u

AP1 000 PRA System Importances

a _ __IS-inc . a -

Oe aa.

OD^ e s _ _

API 000 PRA System Importances

_ __._4_. .

I OwE alyse.- I

Sensitivity Analyses Results ]~Importance of PMS and DC-1 E Systems
* PUS and C-I1 E am the most Important systems (by

risk Increase measure)

. PUS Is very reliable and redundant; its reliability is
only limited by postulated CCF (such as CCF
software)

* In case d a total postulated failure of PUS, the plant
relies on DAS (auto or manual) and control systems
(only for some translents) In this scenario, the plant
CDF goes up by orders of magnitude

* The component, operator action, and system
importance analyses provide us input for other
API000 Programs (such as RTNSS, reliability
assurance program)

* The sensitivity analyses Increase our confidence in

the stability of PRA numerical results.

_ _

_.,,,_ X _1 9 -m IDWe a-__ aJ
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

* The plant CDF uncertainty range Is found to be 7.3
E-07 - 2.1 E-08 for the 95% 10 05 % Interval

* For a lognormal distribution, this would
correspond to an error factor of 6, which can be
considered as low for rare events

* The mean values of the dominant accident
sequence frequencies are close to the upper bound
(95%) estimates;

* Among the Initiating event categories, SI-LB has
the highest 95-percenti CDF of 3.2E-07 /year.

* Among the dominant sequences, sequence # 07 of
Si-LB event has the highest 95-percentile CDF of
2.1 E-07tyr.

I ova - eaft. I

SHUtooeS
[SHUTI)OWN EVENTS

I OWLD ENTS I

SHUTDOWN EVENTSI
* A quantitative shutdown risk evaluation is

performed for APi000 for Internal events

* The risk profiles of APi 000 and APS60 for events
during shutdown conditions are almost identical

* The AP1000 Shutdown PRA has a CDF of 1.23E-07
events per year. This CDF Is an 18% Increase of the
AP600 Level 1 Shutdown CDF of 1.04E-07 events per
year

* The three events dominating the CDF for each plant
are loss of component cooilng I service water during
drained condition, loss of ofisite power during drained
condition, and loss of RNS during drained condition

* The initiating event CDF contributions show that the
initiating event importance to be similar for the two
plants

I *. - - -" *M

S.
SHUTDOWN EVENiTSI

HUTW E E

SHUTDOWN EVENTS e.0
* The twelve dominant accident sequences

comprise 77 percent of the level 1 shutdown CDF.
They consist of:

- Loss of component cooling or service water system
initiating event during drained condition with a
contribution of 64 percent of the CDF

- Loss of RNS initiating event during drained condition
with a contribution of 6 percent of the CDF

- Loss of ofisite power initiating event during drained
condition with a contribution d 5 percent of Ihe CDF

- RCS overdraining event during drainage to mid-ioop
with a contribution of a 2 percent of the COF.

.

.

_._ _. El'-w *aet 0or----
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INTERNAL FLOODING AND FIRE

* The Internal flooding-Induced CDF Is estimated to
be &SE-10 events per year for power operations

* The COF from flooding events at power Is not an
appreciable contributor to the overall APIiOO
plant CDF

INTERNAL FLOODING AND FIRE

* The top five at-power flooding scenarios comprise 91
percent of the at-power flooding-induced core damage
frequency

* These scenarios are for large pipe breaks In the
turbine building with an Initiating event frequency In
the range of 1.4 - 2.0 E-03 I year, leading to a loss of
CCWISW event
- Each scenario has a CCF f 12 - t.SE-11year.

I O0W - 0 -- ' '

INTERNAL FLOODING AND FIRE 1

I N R LLD ANDe FIR tO-

INTERNAL FLOODING AND FIRE

* Extensive fire hazards analysis review completed for
AP6S0 subsequent to fire AP60C PRA

- Fire separatlonhved
- Fire suppresslon features hrcorporatWd
- Design features hicorporated So address hot-horts

* API 000-specific Fire PRA Is performed with a
resulting CDF of 5.61 E-10ayr (for Internal events)

* AP600 design features Important for fire protection are
Included In the API 00

- Fire separaeion I ire zones

- Systerns used to achee sale shutdomn

- Fire apression features

* APti000 design Is sufficiently robust that Internal fires

during power operation or shutdown do not represent

a significant contribution to plant CDF

I OW - of. *O I

SEISMIC MARGINS EVALUATION

I0- -:a - - W_

I MARGINS EVALUATIN e. I
SEISMIC MARGINS EVALUATION1

* The seismic margin analysis shows the systems,
structures, and components required for safe
shutdown. HCLPF values are greater than or equal to
050g

* This HCLPF Is determined by the seismically Induced
failure of the fuel In the reactor vessel, core assembly
failures, IRWST failure, or containment Interior failures

a The SMA result assumes no credit for operator
actions at the 050g review level earthquake, and
assumes a loss of ofisite power for all sequences

* The SMA shows the plant to be robust against seismic
event sequences that contain station blackout
coupled with other seismic or random failures

a APtOOO structural design and seismic analysis will be
discussed at a future ACRS meeting

Sem ~ ma OWL m.^,aai m
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Comparison of Low HCLPF SSCs
in API 000 and AP600 Designs

Om0e_-

EO# 0F UM lU.1h
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Comparison of AP600 and AP1000 eooo
PRA Results

MM1

I EM *U1 OEM SI

I own RESULT

SUMMARY OF RESULTS I.~
I e II I

* The APO000 PRA results show that

- The very low risk of the AP600 has been maintained in
the AP1000

- The API 000 PRA meets the US NRC safety goals with
significant margin

PRA Level 1 Success Criteria

Terry Sdedz
Advimy Eajibw

412-374-S120 - wbusfn]~wrsaiagbo~ae-,,

I Ov eri -.-w -- . I

Overview i11 AP 000 Success Criteria

* Success Criteria Justification
- Summary of success criteria (Chapter s d PRA)

- Changes in success niede vs AP600
- Success cliteria Justlicaion

- eased on anal -DCD. specrc PRA co other analysis I cabdalons
- Summary of PRA dslysis

- AwIysb ted 0smW LOCA. Imp LOCA aed ATWS
- T&H Uncertainity Evalitons

- Ciec ot Sow wmp, Ir iwlot seqotcn
- TatIH mwyet booe Tt- H vswt_~

* Similar to APOCO
- similar system design arrangemhit. capakilles
- Several Changes Made to it. APtOoo Success Criderba

- Due lo Increase In power mnd other twtors
* Verled Using Same Approach as AP600

- Use DCD analysis where appicable
- Perfm special analysis whOe DCD analysis not applicable

* APtOOO Success Criteria More Conservative I Robust
- Uses samne or more equipment br success than AP60D

- For exsrnpW uses 344 ADS 4 Insead 2 2f4 ADS 4 IAPBOO)
- EvnV0 APIoo ADS 4 * b,gpl W

- Reduces T&H issues I uncerlasnty

ODA -. G--o- Owe__ c, . . i umers..
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Success Criteria Basis AP1000 Full ADS Success Criteri

* Provides Critical Functions

.. ;

a

---- Decay heat removal (core cooling)
- Peak clad temperature < 2200F

- RCS inventory control

- RCS pressure control

RD____ _@ ---- a-
_>_. [_S__. b__

-' t'-'~ H ~ j.~a. 1in-t-. I.:.3
---- 1---- Less am emergency stress brrls, * 3200 ps6g

- Containment heat removal and containment isolation
- Less Om emergency stress rrilts. < 7?? pdig

- Reactlhty control
._____W__**_. , _

Z t;. ~.M'in_~Z
I ICWd

I__

L0e --.--- -" *ae_

[Iost ASooS-
Post ADS Success Criteria

I -

Own Ow e0.a-. I

* Changes Made to Post ADS Success Criteria
- Full ADS (IRWNST) ,> requires 314 ADS stage 4

- APe0 PRA used 214 ADS sage 4
- APIOOO ADS 4 capacay las been hkeased by mor., I= power

- Partial ADS (RNS) >> requires 2 d 4 ADS gage 2 or 3
- APIO PRA used 1/4 Wage 2 or 3
- ADS Wages I. 2.3 ectfies not hkcreased for APiODO

- Requires PRHR HX br MLOCAs with only Accum
- Provides queraics more Wm (. 20 min) to ake ecilon

- Requires 214 CorA Reclrc I Cont tact felts
- 14 cont Recirc 1ont k iworkrs

- Fut ADS required bor large LOCAs to support long term cooing

LOCA Size Definitions

* Large LOCA (> 9" ID)
- Requires 2 o 2 accun

* Spuritus ADS Stage 4 (t to 4 ADS 4 valves)
- Require 1 d 2 ocum and I CUT

* Medium LOCA, DVi LOCA, CUT Une LOCA (2-0" ID)
- Only requires 1 acoun or I CMT
- Depressure RCS below ADS 4 pressure Inlerlodk

* Small LOCA (318-2 ID)
- Requires PRHR HX or ADS 1t2t3 lodepremstro RCS below ADS 4

pressure atrlock

- CVS makeup not suffidert
* RCS Leak (c 318" iD)

- CYS makeup Is sufficient

O a,., A. Am Onn

I <:rne i~ t!nmaoo 1wAJ~
I Os' '---- 0ne I

.Si
PRA Success Criteria Analy~si

* Transient (PRHR HX) DCD, LOFTRAN

* SGTR (PRHR HX) DCD, LOFTRAN

a Non-LOCA Feed-BSeed PRA, MAAP4

*LOCA (Smail/Med. LOCA) PRAUAAP4
*LOCA (Lg LOCA) PRA, WCOBRA-TRAC

a Spurious ADS 4 (Lg LOCA) PRA, WCOSRA-TRAC
a ATWS PRA,LOFTRAN

_Used lior deLfg success cfteda for LOCAs aid feed-bleed
coong sequc
_ Prsides brated RCS 1cooairnet reporte
- lead sts v dpys)

-. beak 1 r_6o deai as"d Or LMIS
- MAAP4 has been benh ed aghst NOTRMP for APeOO

- NWtRLUMPreenuwo lb_ 1ptceb bAPIODO
- T&H uscern WelysiS Mmarnw tlat mwargin/ k hpoflut

seqaunces WM be 5suss
_- -ee dbd see und wDCD PMdORMP. WCOORA-TRAC)

* APIOOO Success Criteria is More Robust

An,_,.. _s Ow- 0bo a A_.X; s
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PRA T&H Analysis

* LOCAs and Feed-Bleed Cooling Analysis
- Considers many different lactors

- Irtating event LOCA or Feed-Bleed Coling after nors-LOCA
- LOCA size and localisn
- Avallabe miligating eqr tn FScldb CUT. Amcu". RNS. PRHR

HX. ADS, IRWST, Cort Reckc
- Made use of lessons learned from APSO6

- Teal resulK DCD anasi PRA nsis (both success crieuri and
T&H uncertany

- Divided itne tour grnup of analysis
* - anarinsr5t _r.
a casll _ ..e.wjl _
s _ A _r

n"c nbC 9ie.

btooe
1. Auto ADS with IRWST Gravity Injection
* Umiting Success Criteria Equipment Assumed

- One CMT, no Accurns 1 valve path h one IRWST Inectlion line
- San s AP600

- 3/4 ADS stage 4, no ADS stage 123. no PAHR HX
- AP60 usetd 214 ADS 4
- For LOCAs c sone ADS liZ13 or PRHR HX required to reduce

RCS pressure lo below ADS 4 pressure inertock
- Containment Isolation tails

* IAAP4 Analysis Was Performed
- Break sizes 0. 5up to 8.7S
- Core uncovery depth and duration is less than AP600

- Increased capacily PXS. especiialy ADS 4 & IRWST hIjection
- APtOOO success criteria verited

Dma , _ - law,

tAOOe

1. Auto ADS with IRWST Gravity Injection
APIOOO inimmum Vessel Mixture Level

AutomaUic ADS. 2ST Injection
I r Y. No Accum. Ste 4 ADS Valves

--- - --------

A4De

2. Auto ADS with RNS Injection

2" HL LOCA, 3/4 ADS4, 1 CMT, 1/1 IRWST e!90
No ADS 1/2/3, Accum or PRHR HX

I

I
N

I------- -- - ------

_ -

=1.

-1.,

2. Auto ADS with RNS Injection
APIOOO Minimum Vessel Mixture Level

Automatic ADS. RNS Injection
ILCT. No Accum. Z Stage 3 ADS Valves

_... . ..

1 7 -I I - - -- I I

w..r

tew~ 's'.

-

* Limiting Success Criteria Equipment Assumed
- One CMr. no Accum, 1 RNS pump (SFP Cask Loading P11)
- 2/4 ADS ste 2a3 no ADS stage 4. no PRHR HX

- APeOO used 1W4 ADS 2i3
- Conlainmeti isolion fails

* MAAP4 Analysis Was Performed
- Break sizes o.s6 up to 8.7s
- Core uncovery depth and duration is less than AP600
- APIOS success criteria verified

-d.-e0 s-- - S OVAre.
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3. Manual ADS w. IRWST Gravity Injection

* Umiting Success Criteria Equipment Assumed
- One Accum% no CMT. PRHR HX, III valve I paM IRWST Ifecdln

- APOOD doe not dWe PRHR HX.,creases km l. apsaor acdon
- Y4 ADS Stae 4, no ADS stage I23 no PFRiR HX

- ADS 4mwunlydeuatad at 20 mm.
- AP600 uses 214 ADS 4

- Contanment Isolation fells
* WAAP4 Analysis Was Performed

- Bue* dres ef ' up oI 8.7S
- Core wicovery depth and duration Is less Bn AP6Oo

- Increesed apacly PXS. eleclly ADS 4 & IRFWST eclon
- AP1OOC suess criteria veed

e.ooo

3. Manual ADS w. IRWST Gravity Injection
APIOO Minimum Vessel Mixture level
Manual ADS at 20 Min. IRIIST Injection
I Akemb. Iso CMT. 3 Stage 4 ADS vmes. PElR

…_ ,. ... B 'i. -

-. I I J

-- -- - -- - - - ----

4. Manual ADS with RNS Injection

O - -' eso

3.5" LOCA, 2/4 ADS 3,1 Acc, 1/1 IRWST eoo
PRHR HX, No ADS 4 or CMT

.Sr'I-<

A : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*e m.t. -- *we-

t'eoo

4. Manual ADS with RNS Injection
APIOOO Vinimm Vessel Mixture Ravel

Manuda ADS at 20 Mm RNS Injection
I .e:_m.. So O. , Stage 3 ADS _.... PM

- -- - ---

L ' 'Le'e'o4 ''

* Umiting Success Criteria Equipment Assumed
- One Accur. no CMT. PRHR XH, I RNS punm (Cask Load*ig Pit)
- 2t4 ADS atage 23. no ADS stog 4

- ADS mauay acbrsted at 20 Win
- APSOO Used 1i4 ADS 2XI

- Containent Isolation lails
* UAAP4 Analysis Was Performed

- Break obwes 0.Qup to B.7S
- API1OO success criteria verified

I 0 LC. Succes Critwri-

Large LOCA Success CriteriaI
* Large CL LOCAs

- tses 2 of 2 Accrm. ike DCD enalsis
- ttike OI assures lalure of containrnent Isolation end

*avallabityl d le power
- Was antyze with WCOBRATRAC (RAI 720.012)

- Cat PCT 1628 F wgrout u qer"
- PCr baa Dr C D coo because oassb power was avalable

* Spurous ADS 4 Large LOCAs
- Limiting case is aS four ADS 4 valves opening
- Uses I d 2 Accurnm. fal e coat Isolation. Octsite power available
- Was anslyzed %M WCOBRA-TRAC (RAI 720.010)

- Catc PC? 833 F wight urcrtairq
- Ca weyzsd assured cont bA because of wgmi fl cord bt we

et CKsA
* Both Cases Are Sucecessful

0.6 ffi .- .. a. G a-0aa _.X-U mm
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ATWS Analysis

* Provides Very Low Unfavorable Exposure Time
- AP1000 has low boron core

- MTC Is more negatvsD

- ATWS rlde oi capaity Is possi blr more t8am 9% a core 1f

- T hMV4W eqilbxwm cam cyds. peak ACS Va .
3
OW pMb

- Tht 6%1 c 1 cy, d.peak RCS pr s 0 3 eg
- UET * *.5% _ 40 y

* AP 000 ATWS Analysis
- Analyzed with LOFTRAN

- Equfikbcm core has MTC . -12.5 ponmF at BOL

- 1st core has UTC - -10.0 pcm'F at 40% fe

T&H Uncertainty 1
* Same Approach As AP600

- Detailed evakualion perormed (RAI 720.012)
- Bounds APN OO T&H uncefaity

- Determined hig Fisk I low margn cases

_ Bmwe e 9an df% I LOCA cm. ma
- Memldhd nitlngs analys cases

- 3 ameS LOCM, 2 1m. OCA. 2 LTC c .d

- Anmyzed i cases with DCD codes and assmptiom

Co-.Wn deM h"t (App-dx K)r. . plat

A Mioaa senftcm cocling

Expand Event Trees

* Purpose of Expanded Event Trees
- Branches with safety equipment are expanded to identify the

numbers of safety components that are available
- The noredl evert tees only identif the minimu number of safety

components that ae required
- Branches with non safety equipment are removed
- End states changed to differentiate success paths

_ Two general classes. Nioh n-on (OK) and tow margbn (UL
- Low rg nac h. co ew y hgh nrgi ce d not

_ More detailed sde-oqvtg mafe
- A alo d n pob mecy law a h nT ane sesa b e
_ 54poti selcon d1 T514 asaianil csa. thai *, enoty~ed

_ Atowis probabityr ofb low I high T6HI mar~in cases b0 be calcu ated

Expanded Event Tree Example
Naeort Event Tr-- Expended EVant Tree

CitT I CliT ecn

SQ~e_ t OKt

I 1,2
S0a-.a 2 I OKcI

0112 B UC3

0*0 cn epand

OWL cinti- _ - Qt.-a

. _ . _ - 9 _V-

Expanded.Event Tree End States

6OMit -A&..23*e

a. Or. w..e.DG bnaaO
& ox~ aA~ttaaheiOa

WI. 601 e...s." acI WX ~ a.,?ee
IA6M ; -as f le a

I 6f OO.i-ApDewele.-`

* WA L-A S"WeDfi LLOCdAD ed

Ov ONOtfrofl
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Which Event Trees
* Selection of Level 1 Event Trees to Expand

- AP600 exanded 8 eveni tVOes, wlh ADS acttlan
- No ce uncovry hI evuds I sequences /wwoul ADS

- APIOCO expaded 6 eVe trees, d with ADS aualon
_3 eve4W es hIcidedd hI APGOO were not rnded fo APOCOO since

hey id Sd resLut hI tAin T&H analysis case
- Sne LOCde. Tenelni wUh ACS. S0TR af ADS were Farbnded
- Tlea aenh dd rd uiy briV n T&H wec i w.lyis coe

* Son d bok end suis we lic m hI AP IOO (wr esne 2 1
4 ADSw 4_ndd _ hi APCOO tbA Is ndl crldend

bsecs ki APIlOCO
*They land ctov nen PM* **Nrnd eneA.t. becees OM Mt here

. 5 enba I h m _ s d heeo
AD Fem rn lwbbnte wa&wh b_ dos had

Expanded Event Trees

follating Event APC6M AP1000

Large LOCA yes yes
Spulous ADS 4 na yes
Mdurn LOCA Yes yes
CwSf Lie LOCA yes yes
DVI LOCA yes yes
Intermedate LOCA yes na

Smal LOCA yes
SGTRwIhADS yes
Transients wIth ADS yes

EE eeoo

Expanded Event Tree - DVI LOCAI

I 0- -e-.n-" G-e~u

Expanded Event Tree - DVI LOCA

C . .lut _ -. of._,__L_

Calculation of CDF / LRFI

* Potential CDF
- ConseivatIvely assumes low margin sequences (UC)

may be core damage
- System reliabilfites based on lault tree calc

- Base PRA or special WA bee as needed

* Potential LRF

- Based on potential core damage sequences
- Uses constant ratio 6% for containment Isd brancbes

- Conrvate. soe as AP600

Determination of Risk Important Sequences

* All Low Margin Sequences Are Collected
- acudes M UC sequences
- Soded ty CDF and LRF
- Critersa for dsk hWportanoe

- M d basn CDF a cRF
- _esiue dk Iss orlart sequences R 1 C It be smal

a Results
- 1C2 low margin sequences quantified hIS expended eved "ees
- 13 bw margin sequences selected cas lis Imiportrat

- coven 99.4% of PiM mn al low margn sequences
-_esidue of de sequences PIs. 6% d CDP and IRF

SmmA.icf fle
GOua ahel. -- maw ige OIIL - :._ __
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Sorted UC Sequences (Top 25 of 102)

inll .dhf.
- - . LEW -L a .- ana n a

- -5 a 0 I .dR3C

i -a ta. Fd-i a. a W * * C F
ut iKC la L J C SE C

Risk Important Sequences

ft- a M MA a ri Me a Ura
Ga.ian CI C a * a: pc C LW WO %L ta

* a, WI S a a .4 W S-fde :.- iS l A F

* la O WIf M - .. W-e Maa a.. a

Own i-l i-l I 4 I n- Sin C. aa

a a it 0. 0 F 1 WI ti ta-n an an *

T&H F Unetainty Aalys- is a -FU

I *m 40 G . d -- 9l. J

Bounding T&H Analysis Cases 1-a
* T&H Uncertainty Cases

- 5 short term and 2 lon term cooling cases ar-e selected lo bouhnd
the 13 risk Important cases

- Theae cases also bound 58 of Me. 102 low margin cases
-Cov.e. 9980% of risk from aNl kPn manrgn sequaences

mm T nam aa
CdO att, ba a * 1*c

Om 0-l

* All of These 7 Cases Have Been Analyzed
- Using DCD) codes and metthods
- ANl cases show successful coars cooling

l It i. C- eMF Mc -FA *C Me -- M a fgls

At-.atm Ola
o oM a1 - - W 0 1 4 a WatiA aaat nad

ItI -i 1. OC a.

tamK QnAi

Case A, 3.0" LOCA, 1 Acc, 0 CMT, PRHR 00
4/4 ADS 4, no Cont Isol (NOTRUMP)

e-1006 I

MMe
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CaseCDVILOCAOAcc,1CMTnoPRHR t&�
Case C, DVI LOCA, O Acc, I CMT, no PRHR '°
3/4 ADS 4, no Cont Isol (NOTRUMP)

asm 1IziWFT 1
T.I-_I '¶IiIo1

T&H Uncertainty Case for Long-Term S.
Cooling with Cont. Isol. Failure
* Consenvatle I almting Case Analyzed

- Lagest contalmient peuetrallon Is qen lir HVAC 16)

- DVI LOCA sumed logived lw kil carWim ndvel

- Caues Booing d PXS volve room wtwo break It located
- Reduces contaihment Nove by - x It

* LTC Anialysi Results
- Concairment leakage eminated hI - 28 (SAAP4)

- PCS Is We to remove dea M eit cot at atmospheric pressue
- Leakage of steaniek mix removes s tram conleirmert
- PCS heat trase lrproves bs pabil pres dl sleam Increases
- Coninmen recirc b vel eI k by-0.3%

- Core remair covered fWCOORA-TqAC)

I Ou-a e -. J

T&H Uncertainty Summary

* APIO0O T&H Uncertainty Analysis
- Has calulated probabllitles d low margin sequences

- Has selected dsk knhpoan low margn sequences
- Has deflned 7 bomuding TNH uicertainty cases

- 6 MMo mnd 2 Lnn4m
- T&H Analysis has been perfomled on bs ases

- Un DCM Codes and nrr
- Softs wesslhl ewecoding

* APIODC T&H Uncertainty Is Not Risk Irnportant
- -9% of CDF and LRF Is bounded by conservatie T&H analysis

i.cvd

Summary of RAI on AP1000 Level 1 PRA

EVEL I

.s-: .. .ee -.- :- ,e-p n

OwlO

jOe .n--- -- 0... j

API 000 PRA Report Updates
Included with RAI Responses

> T Uncetatm spitly Addrewed

bpenided EventTrees
>AdditilTA VAnalySS Pe1foed

)--9g%oScceseu~eocsBadked-Up
with BA Anatis Models

> Operator Adion am Addressed

> Revson ofPAOpter6and AppendixA

>AP0OO-SPdirePAPRAsd

on -. G-
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AP1000 Level 2 /3 PRA

JUme HFL Sad
C,.ninW -d Ra"., 5w An.aybs

412-74-iO0 - I=Awqj.,lemqhwt.a

0- Oa

AP1 000 Containment Event Tree

* Used to quantify frequency and magnitude of
releases to the environment

* Essentially the same structure as AP600
Containment Event Tree

I Omwl - - 19s. 9t

AP1000 Containment Event Tree 1t#ooo
API 000 Containment Event Tree Structure

* Phenomena and System Availability
- reactor coolant system pressure
- containment Isolation
- cavity flooding for external reactor vessel cooling
- in-vessel reflooding
- vessel failure

- passive containment cooling water

Iowni -f ._. I

AP1 000 Containment Event Tree e.Om
(continued)

IO-f I- .. *. I

Com E
AP1 000 Containment Event TreeI

* Phenomena and System Availability
(continued)
- hydrogen control (igniters)
- containment overtemperature (diffusion flame)
- hydrogen combustion (deflagration and detonation)
- containment integrity

* Operator actions
- Recovery Actions

- depressurize RCS
- Isolate containmeru

- actuate PCS water

- Manual Severe Accident Management Actions
- flood reactor cavity

- actuate hydogen control

0-' Oh_._ oral OeA -'.s Ma_
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Containment Event Tree Simplifying t
Assumptions

* High pressure RCS at core damage results In
induced SGTR containment bypass

* Vessel failure and debris relocation Into the
containment results In early containment
bilure
- gy conservative

Interface with Level 1 PRA

-

-

0oa slawa._ -- _a aa

Interface with Level 1 PRA

.411. 01S_

* * pa__ M.. _. .-. _

_____ *_t

a p.tL _..ad.___

-- a--- -,

_ o__t.-y_._

* & . * -

Release Categories

__* ___ ~~.a @-= _

O ._ __ ... I __ _

C a .__ _ _

a. _- 0. .
_____ ____..___

O~g---|-a-S -° _°

,aha.ha me Oe...E

AP1 000 Dominant LRF Sequences

S 5 5 SW.. t a. JS"
2 as S Pan _I _ __

IP Sl 5 P_ a_ ' S

* OSW a 'I - M _._

_S _ - ._,54 5 SO .

r a a al, as .s aat

_ . _ pO n

snu_.ow _cs 0-w-

Level 2 PRA Quantification Results

,B -w _ I _I. z

0sa II.-. G-m
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e' oo e- 00
AP1000 LRF Sensitivity Analyses AP1 000 LRF Sensitivity Analysis

-

_ esvt Re"~

No Cmsil Taken Ir DP LFI becom 2.49 E-W8yr. tih
Nods kw PD6-6 a CCFP d 10.3 percent
Lessr Rellaty br LFI becomes 4.06 E-48Vr, wih
Contmee belkon a CCFP d 16.8 percer
LessI ReIthlyw The LRF becnes 2.31E-0.r
Hycdogen Weus 1 . h CCFP o 9.6 parceut
Leser Relnaky 1w The LRF becomes IWE-OW,
PCS shCCFP d82 peeent
No Coedk 1o The LRF Is 2.91 E-Oay., wiM
OepresswlizaOn r CCUP dl 12.1 prcent
H igh P esswe PDS

AP1000 LRF Importance Analyses

W__M__- . --- -

'Mm -IJ *f_ l 41S 4*

r _.. SW aSS SaS NtSI..

rs. s.fl 4141 *4-mew

seneshy Resuk

Set PDS-3C Vsel The LRF I 2.856E-O . with a
Falur Probabilty to 1.0 CCFP o 11.8 perce
Set 3D and 1AP The LWV becom 7.66E-8wr.
Daulon Flhr. and wilh CCFP o 31.5 permr

Detonatn Faiure
ProebabitY 1.0

0WI1 n s-a.a- a.

O,.,

AP1000 LRF Importance Analyses

assaca. na-a .. ..

_. sea as, 41 A.aSO

S...5 1..,_ ._ ,_ 5 ._ ,_~m,.

Oemwi. , n . .m.

-

ID*L _ . _ _ > nW.-W..

A01O06

AP1000 Level 2 Conclusions and Insights

* LRF is 1.95x104 per reactor year.
- Goal Is LRF less than IxAO0 6 per reactor year

* Overall containment effectiveness (CE) is 92%
* PDS-3A (ATWS) has lowest CE.
* CE for PDS-6 (SGTR) is 57%.

- If all SGTR sequences go to bypass overall CE =
89.7%

Alowo

AP1000 Level 2 Conclusions and Insights

* LRF is not sensitive to the reliability of the
hydrogen igniters, but if the igniters are
assumed to be failed (probability of 1.0), the
CE drops to 74%

* If the DF failure probability is 1.0 for all tAP
and 3D sequences, the CE is 84.5%. LRF
increase by a factor of 4.

G-i 55Naa - m. Oe-ase * S 4 1 - a s - . , -Or
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AP1000 Level 3 PRA

* APO000 specific source terms calculated with
MAAP4

* MACCS2 v. 1.12 used to calculate doses
* Goal

- Frequency of sHe boundary whole body dose >25 rem
EDE less than t1.0x0 4 per reactor-year.

t'eoo
24 Hour Site Boundary Whole Body EDE Dose

.. _..:..:..

I ' - - _ I

IVR via External Cooling of Reactor Vessel

API 000 In-Vessel Retention of Molten Core Debris

Jkm I. SCWel
CMMe Md NWRafdoikc AWIYW

412-374-51 -scoljlu@wesfiqbwe.=m

M a0- I Pi P -Proote- R

Passive Plant Features Promote IVRPassive Plant Features Promote IVR

* Reliable post-accident RCS depressurization
- low stresses on reactor vessel

* No RPV lower head penetrations
- creep failure of lower head only failure mechanism

* Reactor vessel submerged hi water post-
accident
- automatic or manual flooding of cavity with IRWST

water

* Core support plate sits low In lower plenum
- lower plenum debris contacts and melts FPV internals
- thick metal layer
- no focusing effect of metal layer

* Reactor vessel insulation designed to promote
WIR
_ standoff from reactor vessel
- provides towpath for cooling

OWL _,_ _w Gfw- OWL _,.. _ - 8*00p
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teoe
AP1000 Containment Flooding Reactor Vessel Insulation Promotes IVR

0 W

on0 -I-Aesn

AP600 IVR Assessment

AP600 IVAssessmen...tj

AP600 IVR Assessment1
* Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology

- Analysis

- Test Program
- Peer Review

* DOEtID 10460, "In-Vessel Retention and Coolability of
a Core Melt," Theofanous, et. al.

* ACOPO test to investigate natural convection heat
transfer from debris to vessel at Ra' < 016

* ULPU test to investigate CHF on external vessel
surface

* Exceeding Critical Heat Flux (CHF) Is limiting vessel
failure criterion
- heat nux to vessel wall < CHF is success

* Steady-state, two-layer debris configuration presents
limiting challenge to the reactor vessel
- metal over oxid, debris bed in lower plerau

* Large margin to vessel failure

- RCS depressurized

- cavity flooded

I O.- --

AP000 vs. AP600
Im e I
Implement IVR for APi 000I

* Designs are similar

* Changes to the AP 000 that potentially impact
VR

_ power is increased from 1933 to 3400 MWt.
- 157 14-ft uei assemblies.

- core shroud instead of reflector
- lower core support plate Ls I thicker

* Increase critical heat flux (CHF) at vessel
surface to maintain margin to failure

* Demonstrate thermal failure remains the
limiting failure mechanism for increased heat
removal

* Investigate in-vessel melt progression
* Demonstrate that the heat load correlations

scale appropriately to the AP1000.
* Quantify the margin to failure

^ 
_ _ . .

_
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Increase CHF

* UPLU Configuration IV Test - UC Santa
Barbara
- Lower Head slice geometry at lull scale radius
- Full scale simulation via power shaping
- Models AP600 entrance and veYring restriction
- movable baffle. fixed at 90

* Tests Completed
- examine lower head baffle geometry impact
- examine water level effects

t~ooo

ULPU

ODI _-_ _W. j

ULPU Configurations

_- -1'- -- -

.=j ._. _ - _

Effect of Water Level during IVR

. US S

High Water Level
UtPNI.V Data CUmpau1to

2 Phase Nat Crr. ULUWIIweaIo

ainS. - G-

1OW L . _- O- I

Effect of water level during IVR

., , - * .

Low Water Level
UIlv Data Csnpafed to

Pool Woilinig ULPU-11 Wlatlon

I Om ~---M -- Oft*-

ULPU Configuration IV Conclusions

* ULPW Configuration IV test report submitted to the

NRC
- DOCPNRC1510 dated 61rw2002

* CHF can be Increased sufficiently to provide margin

for APICOC

- _d Sow wound ywbr head
- Ngh water level for 2phase netual &cLfaton

* Adverse exit effect at top of baffle that reduced local

CHF
- resotved by UWPU Carllguratlon V tests

Onn. a4A --
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ULPU Configuration V

* Funded by DOE lnternational-NERil Program
* APt000 specific InbeVexit modeling
* Adjustable baffle design
* Additional aspects Investigated

- surtace effects
- water chemit
- exk phenomena

* optimization of reactor vessel insulationVwater
circulation flow path

Aeore

ULPU Configuration V

law AA0 O

12I, A
J10C0A

is800~

0 =.4b3W.

200- ULPU code, a
* B.IbSI.3ww

%0F

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 a " SD
AVsS t lilure')

Vessel Structural FailureULPU Configuration V I
a Tests performed show AP1000 CHF can easily

be met with margin.
* Exit phenomena is negligible
* Optimum surface is unpainted and oxidized

a Confirm that thermal failure criterion is still
limiting for increased heat load
- large margin to structural failure

* At a bounding heat flux of 2000 kW/m2, vessel
thickness is 36 times the thickness required to
carry dead load

* Thermal failure criterion is still limiting

rb 
... 

_
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FAPIlOOOCore Shroud 1r-Ad-OM

In-Vessel Melt Progression

* AP600 in-vessel meit progression influenced
by low power density and radial reflector
- downward relocation to lower plenum blocked
- sideward failure through reflector into dead ended

region

- core barrel failure
- quickly contacts support plate to mitigate focusing

effect
* AP1000 has higher power density and a core

shroud instead of a radial reflector
Ge _.= _s OWL 0_Om
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Modeling of Core and Internals Heatup

* Accident Sequence
- fbnly depressurized
- eaielst core UKcovery Is conservative PAg LOCA)
- no vessel relood
- conservatively asumed spurowus ADS sage 4 opening

* MAAP4

* Finite Difference Model of core and Internals
- using unovery 4t fron UW4

* Hand calculation of core heat up and melting

Formation of In-Core Debris Pool
* Upper core shroud melts

prior to fuel melting
* Upper core barrel

signlficantly thinned and
overheated

* Most peripheral f ue
assembles Initially remain _
intact

* Oxide blockage at -1 m
above bottom of fel

Initial Relocation to Lower Plenum

GM _.a.. _S

Formation of In-Core Debris Pool
. Downward relocatlon

pathy blockd by toan
metal end oxded

* Gap between shwoud and
barrel Ms wilh debrl5is-

* hi-core debris pool contacl
wh cm birrcl co ; i

* Core berrel fals sadewards _ma
nea Upper surface of pool_________

* 6.2 m of UO, and Zb2

* S m3 below lower core
support plate
- creep dl core barrel

* Occurs at 6000 sconds
* Duration of initial relocation

is -600 seconds

- abation of core barrel by
relocating debris=7

I Q - - - E

Subsequent Relocation of Debris

IoO .- --

Subsequent Relocation of Debris

i

i

I
I

* Success Criterion
- debris conacts er wsuppo plate bfore dry ou

- itiates n ocuang etlect

* DebrIs contact occurs 717 seconds
a Lower plenum dry out occurs at 6888 seconds

- calcdalted conservae assuming heat load kmrn 8 in d debris

a Transient debris configurations are water cooled
* Focusing effect Is mitigated by Inclusion of lower

support plate and shroud in metal layer

0ow
-
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RASPLAV and MASCA Tests

* Addressed In RAI 720.047
* In-vessel materials testing
* Prototypical materials
* Non-prototypic conditions

- Rayleigh ntimer too low
- Heat luxes too high
- Ratio of masses not applicable

* Tests do not contradict position on IVR

Application of Heat Transfer Correlations

* Oxide Debris Pool Heat Transfer (Ra- 1016)
- to vessel wall and upward to metal layer

- Angelrtl-Theolanous correlations (Ran 10',)

* Metal Layer Heat Transfer (Ra - 101)
- to vessel wall

- ChurchilChu correlation (Ra < 101)

- from oxide layer and to top surface
- Globe-Dropkin correlation (3xtf1 < Re 7x10)
- modest extrapolatlon for thIk metal layer

I *Sn -own -_ wa

coo

Quantification of Thermal Loads

-

* Calculate AP 000 thermal loading using DOEIID 10460
methodology

* Use ULPU Configuration IV Critical Heat Flux

* Input parameters based on APiOOO power level,
geometry of reactor vessel and masses of core
materials

* AP1000 probability distributions for uncertain Input
parameters

t traction of cladding oxidized during met
_ mass of stainless steel In debris
- time with respect to shutdown (decay heatl)

Gent man. -- -~- umssm

API 000 Bounding IVR Calculation

_... ..

0..,:. :,;t,._.IX

CS,*.f -J Guinea

etto

Conclusions

* IVR Is successfully demonstrated for AP1000 with
margin to failure similar to AP600
- CHF Is increased
- ULPU Configuration V has greater margins

* Insulation geometry and structure are important
- forms baffle to direct water smoothly over lower head

* Two-phase natural circulation Is required
- deep flooing of the reactor cavity Is needed

._._ _ - el_.w

Atoo@

Results of Thermal Load Quantification
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API 000 Severe Accident Studies

* Support Level 2 PRA Quantification

* SECY-93-087 Deterministic Requirements
API 000 Severe Accident Phenomenoogical

Evaluations

JaMes IL scc
Coeanitm d Raiol Ambsis

412-374-5030 - wubeoestintpmvom

I 0- I 0 -n -- W
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Severe Accident Phenomena

* In-vessel fuel coolant Interaction
* High Pressure Core Damage

- Induced failure of steam generator tubes
- High pressure melt ejection I direct containment

heating
- Melt attack on the containment pressure boundary

* In-vessel hydrogen generation
* Hydrogen deflagration and detonation
* Diffusion flame overheating containment shell

In-Yessel Fuel-Coolant Interaction

Severe Accident Phenomena (continued)

* Containment overpressure by decay heat

* Reactor vessel integrity

* Ex-vessel fuel coolant Interaction
* Core-concrete Interaction

* Equipment survivability

I Hig PressureCor D1

High Pressure Core Damage

* Lower head Integrity under steam explosion
loads

* Steam Explosion Assessment for AP600
- large margin to faure

* AP600 conclusions are extended to APO000

* APO000 conditions
- similar debris relocation pathway

- similar molten debris mass now rate
- same lower plenum geometry

* Severe Accident Issues
- Induced failure of steam generator tubes
- High Pressure Melt EjectlonVDlrect Containment

Heating
- Melt attack on containment pressure boundary

* Prevention
- Diverse RCS depressurization capability

- two trahn% tot age ADS
- PRHR Heat Exchanger

- High pressure core damage frequency < 5% total CDF
O L - Sam - .__ _9 G-oe-
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High Pressure Core Damage (continued)

* Mitigation
- operator actions to recover ADS, PRHR
- potentkil to hot leg or surge tine creep rupture
- toilurous pathway from reactor cavity to upper compartierient

* PRA Treatment

- assess lielihood of operator actions to depressurlize RCS
- assume induced tubi rupture nd containment bypass

* Success Criterion

- 2 of 4 ADS stage 4 valves open

r_-

HPME Debris Retention

I Os.- Qf.--- -. 9-w.

H1ooy
Hydrogen Generation 1

* In-vessel hydrogen generation
- cladding oxidation during core uncovery

* Ex-vessel hydrogen generation
- prevented by in-vessel retention of core debris
- containment pressurization during core-concrete

interaction

Hydrogen Combustion

* Threat to containment integrity
- locally hirgh emperature Iditfusion tane)
- overpressure (deflagration)
- dynamic loading (detonation)

* Prevention

- tow core damage trequency

* Mitigation
- passive autocatatytic recomnbiners (PARs)
- hydrogen ignilers

Treatment of Hydrogen in PRA

ITeme of H n own PR I

[Treatment of Hydrogen in PRA 1~
* In-vessel releases only

- vessel failure Is conservatively assumed to fail
containment early

* Three scenarios
- no reactor vessel reflood
- early reactor vessel reflood (core relatively intact)
- late reactor vessel reflood (core geometry lost)

* Diffusion Flame
- postulated at IRWST vents, PXS compt exits
- mitigated by ADS stage 4
- preferential release away from containment walls

* Success Criterion
- Hydrogen vented away from containment shell

- ADS stage 4
- IRWST pipe vents
- PXS compartment hatches

01110 s__.X ne A,5W- 031*t.a.- - *--saiw-s
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Hydrogen Release Through Stage 4 Preferential Venfing from IRWST
-

E ar- -Detot i

Early DetonationI

SOeaL - -B a M e

Sherman - Berman Methodology rI

* During hydrogen release from RCS

* Containment not well mixed
- ocafly hIh hydrogen corcentatiois

* Mitigated by hydrogen igniters

* Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DDT)
- no source for dired 1Wom

* Probabilities for early DDT based on AP600

- RAi showed apprach was conservative

* Assign Probability of Defiagration to Detonation
Transition
- Name acceleration

* Function of Gas Mixture and Compartment Geometry

* Detonation cell widths
- qtvaence ratio (measure of mixture with respect to

toclcomelry)
- steam concetrion

* Compartment Geometry aasses

I *- G.- - -- eaae- I

G l H e Dea a
Global Hydrocgen Deflagration I Global Hydrogen Deflagration ]
* Intermediate Time Frame (<24 hours)

* Containment well-mixed

* Mitigated by Igniters
* Adiabatic peak pressure calculation

* Performed for three general accident
scenarios
- no reflood
- early reflood
- late reilood

* Input probability distributions for each
scenario
- mass of hydrogen generated (dadding oxidation)

- containment pressure at Ignitixon
* Containment fragility success criterion

- probability of containment failure vs. pressure

* Probabiity of containment failure
P

� �5--ma 0fwr _.bae _" G--
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Global Hydrogen Deflagration

* Safety Margin Basis Calculation
* Deterministic Calculation

- 100% cladding reaction
- containment pressure at 55% steam concentration
- adiabatic peak pressure calculation

* Peak pressure is 90 psig
* Containment Service Level C is 91 psig

ciaGO.

Intermediate Detonation

* Less than 24 hours after core damage
* Containment well mbxed
* Deflagratbon to Detonation Transition
* Sherman-Berman Mhiture Class Probabilities

- cactatad front hyogen mass and coratahrment pressr
probability distilblons

- air-stean-hydrogen miAture classes
- dry air-hydrogen rmixture classes for CMT roomn

- resdves Uncartainty wilh respect to steam stradtcatlon

* Output probability of DDT

0a A_,_._ _ - IB - ---- I

CW looy
PCS Water DeliveryI

.oo.
Containment Overpressure by Decay Heat

* Mitigated by passive containment cooling
water

* PCS water cooling is more reliable than AP600
- added third diverse actuation path

* Success criterion
- at least 1 of 3 PCS actuation paths operates

Dry PCS Cooling 1

Reaor V --- e- 0I-netI

Reactor Vessel IntegrityI

* Dry PCS cooflng [s sufficient to prevent containment
failure for 24 hours.

* Success Criterion
- contalrlrt fragilty probability dstilbdilon

* Nominal conditions
- 0.0 tailure probability in 24 hours

* Conservative conditons
- 0.02 faiure probabltfy In 24 hrs

- ANS 79 decay had * 2 sigma twaerairty
- O0SieTaterrip a . 115 F

e Vessel integrity maintained via external
cooling
- cavity fully flooded

* Vessel Failure Modes
- Global failure of lower head (hinged failure)
- Local failure of lower head

* Containment conditions
- water level at 83 elevation (loop compartment floor)

-- -
B
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Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion

* Prevented by In-vessel retention of core
debris

* AP600 assessment
- hinged failure f the bwer head
- partially flooded cavity

* Similar vessel failure mode for AP 000
* Similar geometry

- AP1000 vessel Is closer to the floor

* AP600 conclusions are extended to the

onreoOne Interaction

Core-Concrete Interaction

Core-Concrete Interaction
* Prevented by In-vessel retention of core debris

* Vessel failure modes
- Nnged lailure
- localized failur

* Concrete Types
_ Ulmeslor
- Basaltic

* Success Criteria
- Basemat htact for 24 hours

Equipment Survivability

* MAAP4 calculation of CCI
* Minimum time to basemat failure

- 2.8 days to melt-through basernat
* Basemat melt-through occurs before

containment overpressurization by non-
condensable gases

* Identified actions to achieve controlled stable
state

* Defined time frames for each action
* identified equipment and Instruments needed

for each action
* Determine bounding environments (IUAAP4)
* Show reasonable assurance that equipment

will perform when needed

I Os 'a-- -I- 0Qwv-.
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Summary of PRA Results and Insights

Sdimsn, 5D

io. Eatihw.Rebabiliy a Risk Amismess
412-374-5913 . bks*.fin~hese
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Comparison of AP600 and AP1 000 PRktl
Results
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS Summary of PRA Results
* The AP 000 PRA results show that

- The very low risk of the AP600 has been maintained In
the AP1000

- The AP11000 PRA meets the US NRC safety goals with
significant margin

*The total mean core danae frequency et l lewl two orders of nagritude

smalter than those or existh7g pressrilzed water reacor

*The total par severe release Irequency I snodhe order f mnagnittude snaler
than led od the core damgeW frequency that Owace such a release frequency
in to range of brcillte events

*A bounding alysis te core damage due to internal fire and infernal
fto**hg evets shows tlat these two categores of Intera events e much
tower FM APlOCO than are caiculaled for currerny operating plants

I Om w -J 0e I

Summary of PRA Results 1

I OHM -m' -- ' Owe

Most Important Level 1 Insights
The severe release trequency Is abo equal for at-power end shutdown
events. The severe release frequency as percentage of coae deg,

frequency is percent tor al-power events and 17 percent r shutdown
events

The resuits show that the design goals of tow core damage frequency end tow

severe retease frequency have been mat. The APtOOi trequencdss are tower
ttan the NRC and ALWR URFI goais set lor new pb g desigrs.

The resuats show the effectiveness of passive systems in mitigating severe

accident asod reflect th reduced dependence d4 APIOOD on norealety

system and human actons

The AP10t design benefits tron iHt high level of redundancy and dversity of

the passive safetyreled systems; passive safety systemns have been shown
to be hlinly relable, their designs are sirple so tbat * hnied number of
componenis are required to fanction

APNOCO Is less dependent an nonsaf related systemse the nonsatewf

related sunporl syslems (as power. c aowent cooiing water. sersice water.
and air havea *nited role In the plant ris prolfie because the passive satety-
related systems do not require cooeing water or ax power

AP1OOh i ees dependent en ha nan acbons; is APIOOn meets the NRC

salety goat even when no aredit is taken for operator actlons

I I -- O w s j

t In.
Most Important Level I Insights

Tbteq e er .it ~ts od
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Most Important Level 1 Insights
.Sinie .vcne r hlurn ti over wmotiuu b the

aa~eas wesleeelrtts serves., on,,rl fa . paw esiese dThet

thee" t-Il PMt suees. orftaeH TMe set e arfirt we heeow
ub fler * w P1tA Ime _a Th Is. _ be.tti_ sraee
Wsqesee is we.d -. as have be. dsed wft_

*wanri @.atkeW. wed 11M1,1t) hvesbt A letse. fare glbe Inlaie

wcr .. A. depreartmlaen sysse (ADS) etasunplron is Bs aas

wae.W nsewr ea amak_ tneaks (CUT) a n eewsldre

ereWeentad eodnw for l-tmeewet mekal et etave tea_
IiRWSTM W, Inidlee

* Meag 1*69e-itadlg sequas em th-reire pr~g ntesid bye hasle.
sevs wit n Idntt i

redrendarnoy and ivesity d1 saiety-retstttd systens hs the design. For
exampl, the blWowin kmn of detefense ws avaiblbe tor reactor coolant
system (FICS) makleuir

* cherital end volurne control system
. core maksop tanos

P partial aulematic depressurlzatoi system in conitistion wil nornnl
residuals heat removal

full automatir deoressunwzation system with sccsurmitalos snd In-
containment retuting water storage 13*
bit 8LaonsaiC deprasswZaltion syslern With core mneup tanlM and in-
containrnent refueing water storsge tars

OiW __ 
_
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Most Important Level 1 Insights Most Important Level 1 Insights
. Tical amd PRA dorninant hliall ees Wea ygnlleandk beIpOUd

fohe APIOOw - fbr usi bk:

.keier eselsat pmp PCP) sed hasweS-ilel sodde .OC*A) wd hisa
bimi ui,&imld mams _du Ie itiator I 0.wAPISOO m.e_ snd dat

leder fool" Pon" w"ich dd nave sode
.u dha pe aide

sentw1d or s _AMON ia" pse""e sa*.,"d note d ead

qu _ lietsupped deep

Passive sayrelated System we mvlable In al shutdown modes
.Pm.d mftanfe I laskeenirperfsd IIuhtdaidw

e1_a we" "a hate. bad ftk ISreent

.Pbrd ued_ e itewf.ddy-ut+dW _1.11-1rdepil l.,.s sed
dwig ehdans Is prlreed at p

. The APO1 pssive Containment cooing design IS Mghly robust Air cooing
Wone can prevent cotalrawnt hlim dahough to design has olher lised
deae n e orltah-wo cog ushabencoolers middternic a oucaeol
peseiverdabment cohing water

* The potn al W fr cwr ene o omid corteb bypassi sl sered by
heaing bw psnetallone ID Slow helon prodect release: Sl nomally open
mid ilak nlqmomtanpeneklystone ame killosed. lUseliiatniefng lie
dependence an hIneerlon and control P&C aid batwee

b The reacto vece lower head has no vessel penebsioi lthus ekneing
penetrlaton e rs. me polentl vessel le ne mode

I 0 -- m-- I

Most Important Level 2 Insights

.The pow" bIre Spending d les and 1des to eaee d aqmnl
dbyPthWlyot

aldcdreo .__e _ 0 e J

Most Important Level 2 Insights
. A eteyc d d OCtD r has been essod b e vessel lehuiab ta The containmert electiveness fbr APIOO hv 10%. which provides an

order of magnilude decrease on CDF b LAF. Since he resutt aready

Ibcldes CDF sewes OMt diecdly bypss ti contkrnt Oe
conlaned efectiveness kf reining Sequences is achslly much bee.
For exriole. Om 5 13SBEXBL.3X13C.3D) of t n accident classes saudled.
go containent eltelveness ranges rorn 89.7 o 99.8%

Preventing lo relocation of mnollen care debret 10 e Cordainenwr elininales
rhe occinence ot aeveral esome badeol pheromnena. sush as as-vessel

fbel-coolbrt Intderactons and core-concrele lwen. which may trealen he
conlaixnert hegyty. Thereoe. APlOOO Itoug Fe prev on ca
debrisre teionli b e ct naerd dgrtycu r c he Dlalt d
contaiment Isie

eyen (accident class 3C). _n 90% of these events. he wessell Is 'sgned 1
ulergo fIlures ta wit be above he be Ine: Midwchucse he nolen core
cold be Cooled nd corntatneri would nde be chalenged. In he remaiht ng
10% of he cases, he bil" Is assuined 10 be below he ressure vessel
belnei whereby he mnolen core would drop 1to the corilelnu L hen his
cse. Is conservely eseaed VW the containment wour d tL A
seanllily w e IS made where by ICO% d he hllues would be below he
beitlne. The eul shows tat he cortainment eflactveness drops 1o 882%.
This change IS not Sgnicant, id She assuropfone behind he case re very
Conservative.

I Cer. e--- -f 0" J-

Most Important Level 2 Insights

I -I- - _

Most Important Level 2 Insights
. The LIItF nsuilts m Sesiive 0 hilure of hydrogen Igniorws. 1f no eridt le

UWn br hog Igniors. the containmen aletiveness drops b 74%

F However. LFIs 1 not very aeneitive 1to relabltity 01 hybogen is;l I IG
rebly bS assuned 10 be degraded (0.1) aoes he board for at accident
Classes, he corntdrnent electiveness becomes 904.%, wIchb aen
hislgrncart Change bom Ihe base cs.

• The LFF Ib dewineied (59%) by cotaornet tiures or bypasses due 10
SGTFL. nd awnigated 1hACS-pressree core danuge eefnce
dessled as BP. The rema g cortalnent biurse we domineted by an
_atyor ctainent h dwe b reactor cevlty boding bletrs.

Th LFS s Poll wery selve to relaly d PCCS 11 relalty
assiged 10 be 0.001 across te boerd hr all accident classesh LIIIO
becomes j t7E4C, with ISn o dige the bas case.

The LFIF k Snellve ID t operator bC&M 1o hod th react" CavSty In a Short
Ilrne ollowbug core damage. Thi operaio action hs beo moved to he
beginning of ERG AFR.C-lo1 Increase lN success Uwithood.

_ _
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Most Important Level 2 Insights
* The poterialt tor a releese of radioactve matretras toe s enviroiment IS very

Srmal. Thi Is largely du lo tht very smio coar damerg bequency annd very
small release keusincy. The containment design provides enhanced
depositon of core maerial tht could be released hi a severe acident and
thr passtes contalnment coorg system minirmes the energy *vabble ID
expl such orterials trom the cortirnmurL

* Dete arratyeds severe ecctdentpherrnen hshow that APtOOo
eatuires are elhetive in mirsammao contanmaent Internry

Summary of RAI on AP 000 Level 2/3

LEVEL 2 & 3
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AP1 000 PRA Report Updates
Included with RAI Responses

IVR of Core Melt DebrisAnalyses

Revision of PRA Chapter 34 and 39

Revision of DCD Section 19.39

Severe Acident Analyses

Fission-Product Source Term Analyses

;, Revision of PRA Chapter 34 and 45

Revision of DCD Section 19.34

Ownt ---- vi

AP1 000 PRA Report Updates
Included with RAI Responses

Revision t dPRA Chapter 12 (IRWST CCF)

Revision of PRA Chapter 29 (IRWST CCF)

Revision of PRA Chapter 30 (Time windox for
operator action)

Revision of PRA Chapter 35 (CET)

Revision of PRAChapter57 (Fire)

Revision of PRA Chapter S9 (Insights. Fire)

Revision o DCD Appendix 19E (Shutdown)

OasD'e--
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AP1000 PRA Report Updates '-?,O
Included with RAI Responses

; H2 generation ming and conbustionanaYses

> Revision of PRA Chapter 41

> RevisionofDCDSectionl9.4)

> Revison of PRA Appendix D

> Olfite dose riskl quantifirationl

> Revision of PRA Chapter 49 and 59

> Revision of DCDSedion 19.59

I own ~ -i = Ies

Summary teO0i

* AP1000 PRA Report
- Complete APtOoo-SpecFlc PRA

- Suijift for AP1000 Design Certrfication

- Demonstrates that the API 000 meets the US NRC
safety goals with significant margin

- Revision I wilt be issued to Include W responses to
staff RAI: February 2003

-41-0-Qow _, - _,.
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